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ABSTRACT
Aerospace systems demand high performance materials that minimize weight
while functioning under extreme environmental conditions. One way to meet
these requirements is by incorporating hierarchical structures into part design.
These structures are known to impart unique mechanical properties not
characteristic of the bulk material such as high strength and toughness. It is
difficult, however, to manufacture these structures due to the inherent trade-off
between part size and feature resolution in traditional manufacturing
processes. Additive manufacturing offers a potential solution to these issues
by allowing material placement directly at desired locations. This loosens
geometric constraints and allows for multiple contiguous materials in a single
part. Despite these advantages, additive manufacturing still suffers from part
size/feature resolution and repeatability issues. The goal of this work is to
develop capabilities for additive manufacturing of hierarchical structures with
features from the nano- to macroscale. First, we will study existing additive
manufacturing techniques for aerospace grade parts and develop improved
systems to mitigate repeatability issues. Then, we will use carbon nanotubes
as an element for manufacturing multifunctional systems with material
hierarchy. Finally, we will study biostructures as the basis of new additive
manufacturing techniques for geometric hierarchy. This includes diatomite
composite printing as well as growth and manipulation of live diatoms on
macroscale parts.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Aerospace systems have some of the most demanding engineering requirements
due to a combination of extreme environment conditions and high risk mission
scenarios.

As such, addressing mission challenges requires continuous

innovation, including the development of novel materials and manufacturing
techniques. For example, the 1960s and 1970s saw the development of new high
strength-to-weight ratio materials such as carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRP)
that could reduce the weight of the launch vehicles [1]. With this new material
came new manufacturing techniques such as automated tape laying (ATL) and
automated fiber placement (AFP), methods where a robotic arm lays large sheets
of pre-impregnated carbon fiber in a predetermined orientation over a fixed tool [2].
This approach continues to be used and improved upon today for production of
both spacecraft and aircraft such as the Boeing 787 and Airbus A350. New
endeavours such as planned human exploration of the moon and Mars as well as
hypersonic vehicles demand advances in state-of-the-art materials and processing
technologies.
Structural mass an important factor in aerospace vehicle design due to its
contribution to fuel efficiency and launch costs. It is estimated that it takes on
average $10,000 to launch 1 kg of payload into low-earth orbit, although that cost
is decreasing with the advent of reusable launch vehicles [3]. Lower weight
vehicles can also increase mission capability. For example, the gear ratio (i.e. the
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ratio between initial launch mass and final mass) for a one way Mars mission is
1000. This means that one fully loaded Space Launch System (SLS) vehicle
(90,000 kg payload to deep space) weighing 2.5 million kg could only land 2500 kg
of payload on the Martian surface [4]. At this rate, a manned mission will require
multiple SLS rockets at an estimated cost of $1.5-2.5 billion per launch [5].
Structural mass reduction of either the payload or rocket would allocate more
payload mass for critical systems and reduce the number of launches required to
meet mission goals.
Typical materials for these types of vehicles include CFRP and aluminum.
CFRP parts, as described above, are constructed using a number of techniques
such as the AFP or material layup by hand. Aluminum structures use traditional
techniques and machines such as lathing, milling, and welding [6].

Polymer

materials are also used in secondary and tertiary structures and often produced
with injection molding [7]. Constructing systems using material with higher specific
strength than these legacy materials is one way to reduce mass. Carbon based
nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes (CNT) possess specific strengths at the
nanoscale up to 12 times greater than a high performance carbon [8–10].
However, these properties have not yet been realized at the macroscale due to
CNT processing challenges.

Another way to reduce mass is to impart

multifunctionality to the system by using a single material to perform multiple
functions. For example, CNTs can be used as both reinforcement and vehicle
health monitoring sensors in a structural composite [11], [12].

2

In some cases, material and structural requirements can seem
contradictory.

Hot structures capable of performing at extreme temperatures

greater than 1000 °C for critical phases of flight such as entry, descent, and landing
(EDL) are one example. These materials also need to be durable to resist damage
that may occur during normal use. Ceramic materials, such as reinforced carboncarbon and phenolic impregnated carbon ablators, are typically preferred for these
applications. However, these systems suffer from issues such as low fracture
toughness that can result in catastrophic damage if struck by debris during flight.
Mechanical properties that must be enhanced include: use temperature, tensile
strength, and fracture toughness. Another limiting factor of these systems is the
complex and expensive manufacturing processes. Research is needed on new
ceramic materials and manufacturing processes that overcome these structural
issues while retaining extreme temperature resistance.
One way to both lower structural weight and improve mechanical
performance is to use hierarchical structures in the system.

These types of

structures, common in nature, consist of multiple scale lengths of geometry and
materials from the nanoscale to the macroscale [13], [14]. Hierarchical structures
can reduce the overall mass of the system and result in a structure with enhanced
mechanical properties to that of the bulk material [15], [16]. Examples of this
include truss structures, composite materials, and biomaterials such as bone,
nacre, spider silk, and diatom frustules [13], [15–17]. Hierarchical structures are
currently difficult to produce because of the trade-off between part size and feature
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resolution common with traditional manufacturing techniques. Therefore, new
techniques for manufacturing hierarchical structures from both new and legacy
materials need to be explored.
1.2 Additive Manufacturing
Additive manufacturing (AM) offers a potential solution to achieve these goals. In
essence, AM includes any processing techniques where material is added to
specific locations to create a three dimensional part. This makes it distinct from
subtractive manufacturing processes in that only the material present in the final
part is needed during production. One AM technique of recent interest is 3D
printing (3DP). In 3DP, material is deposited in a layer-by-layer fashion over a
predetermined pattern to create a three dimensional part. First developed by
Charles Hull in 1984, there are several 3DP categories such as extrusion-based,
vat photopolymerization, and direct energy deposition [18], [19].

Specific

techniques and materials include fused filament fabrication (FFF) for thermoplastic
polymers

(extrusion),

stereolithography

(SLA)

for

polymers

(vat

photopolymerization), and selective laser melting (SLM) for metals (direct energy
deposition). In the 3DP workflow, a part is first designed using computer aided
design (CAD) programs. This design is then sent to pre-processing software
where it is digitally sliced into layers and a toolpath generated based on
manufacturing process, material, and user specified priorities. Instructions are
then compiled and sent to the printer where the part is constructed [18]. Figure 1
illustrates an extrusion-based printing system. These typically consist of a robotic,
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Figure 1. Diagram of a typical extrusion-based 3D printing system.

computer numerical control (CNC) machine with at least 3-axis (Cartesian
machine) of motion to control the location of a toolhead. The toolhead is material
specific and includes of mechanisms required to deposit or extrude the material.
A FFF toolhead generally consists of a pinch wheel system to feed a thermoplastic
filament into a heated nozzle where it is melted and deposited. Toolheads for
materials that can be extruded at low temperatures, such as gels and pastes, can
consist of either mechanically or pneumatically driven syringe pumps.
A major advantage of 3DP is that, because it deposits material only where
required, it can create geometries that are not possible using traditional
techniques. With appropriate material feedstock and machine design, the bottom
up approach removes common dimensional constraints and allows creation of
complex hierarchical structures at multiple locations and length scales.
5

For

example, spheres can be built nested inside one another without post-printing
assembly. 3DP can also create multi-material and multifunctional components.
Copper wiring can be added in a polymer structure for current conduction or
structural reinforcement added to specific areas of a component to tune
mechanical properties [20].
Despite these advantages, the aerospace industry has not yet widely
adopted 3DP for end use parts due to inherent limitations. Common aerospace
materials (such as high temperature thermoplastics) are difficult to print due to their
processing requirements. Another major issue is the lack of repeatability in 3DP
from part-to-part, which affects numerous aspects of the printed part including
dimensional stability, surface flaws, and mechanical anisotropy [18], [21]. This
issue is important in safety critical parts that must pass rigorous quality inspections
to verify they will perform as expected. Limited material capability, caused by the
coupling of process and material, is also an issue. It is difficult to construct multimaterial parts when the fabrication techniques are fundamentally different.
Progress has been made towards remedying this issue through the development
of hybrid manufacturing techniques [22], [23]. Finally, there is still some part-size
and feature resolution trade-off in 3DP. High resolution 3D printing methods
cannot produce large objects (meter scale) and vice versa [18], [24], [25]. New 3D
printing methods are being explored to overcome these limitations. Zheng et al.
developed a process known as Large Area Projection Microstereolithography to
build polymer hierarchical scaffolds with distinct geometry across five orders of
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magnitude [25]. The scaffold can be metallized and removed to create a metallic
part. Minas et al. completed work on 3D printing of ceramic hierarchical structures
[26]. Their process uses a ceramic foam with controllable pore size along with an
extrusion based 3D printing system to create parts. Mechanical tests showed an
improvement in specific compressive strength relative to ceramic parts built with
either controllable pore size or 3D printing alone. Both processes, however, suffer
from limitations either in materials compatibility (Zheng) or geometric control at the
microscale (Minas). Methods also exist that print parts the size of a car, but the
feature resolution is limited to the range of a few millimeters [27]. This limitation
makes it difficult to exercise greater control over the mechanical properties of a
part by printing hierarchical structures down to the nanoscale.
1.3 Research Objectives
The goal of this work is to resolve issues involving material capabilities, part
quality, and hierarchical structures in 3DP. Research and data analysis will make
the technique more acceptable in the aerospace industry and enable new missions
by expanding the design freedom offered by 3DP. We will accomplish this goal by
developing a better understanding of the fundamentals of 3DP, improving quality
and repeatability in existing methods, and developing methods and machines to
print hierarchical structures.
We will first develop a better understanding of the existing FFF technique
and create methods to better control the quality (mechanical and surface) of the
resulting part. The first chapter discusses the modification and use of a 3D printer
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with novel infrared part temperature control capable of producing parts from high
temperature thermoplastic materials. Experiments will verify the functionality of
the infrared (IR) part temperature control design and investigate the effect of
environment control on mechanical properties of the printed parts. This will give
us a better understanding of the 3D printing process and fundamental aspects that
influence the final part performance characteristics. Continuing in the second
chapter, we will discuss a method to limit the occurrence of flaws in FFF by
developing an end-to-end tool based on machine learning to predict and correct
flaws before they occur. We will then begin to create structures with multiple levels
of hierarchy. This starts with the development of a multi-material method and
machine capable of printing both high temperature thermoplastic polymer and CNT
yarn reinforcement. The machine will print a functional component in a single print
run to demonstrate its capabilities. We will then further our efforts to control
geometric structural hierarchy of 3DP parts by using biosystems as a fundamental
building block of 3DP. This will include both cultivation of live phytoplankton
cultures on complex structures and printing of fossilized hierarchical biosilica
frustules with the ultimate goal of creating a contiguous hierarchical scaffold. We
will develop production methods to include printing, incubation, cultivation, and
post-processing of the system.

Discussions will revolve around design

considerations involving both the printed part and processing systems, as well as
challenges and future investigations.
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Chapter 2: Additive Manufacturing of High Performance Thermoplastics
Using Infrared Part Temperature Control

2.1 Introduction
Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF), or Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM), is a
common AM method where a thermoplastic polymer is extruded from a heated
nozzle in a predetermined pattern to construct an object [28]. Techniques such as
FFF have become an area of increased interest for end use applications that
require high performance materials to meet specifications such as those in the
aerospace industry. A significant barrier to adoption of AM in commercial products
involves print quality issues such as defects and part-to-part consistency [21].
Overcoming these challenges requires an understanding of the relationship
between printing conditions and part quality to control the process to produce
reliably consistent components.

This includes a better understanding to the

material properties and response to inform the proper processing/printing
conditions and design of the printed parts. Research efforts have been undertaken
to this end through process modeling and experimental methods on printing
parameters such as temperature [29–31], print orientation [32–35], raster pattern
[36–38], geometry [39–42], material [43–45], and combinations thereof [46–49].
The introduction of open-source printers, such as the RepRap, made FFF
technology available to a broader community [50] [14]. Open-source printers allow
for easy modification to enhance machine capability, making them ideal for use in
research, as they permit modifications needed to investigate control of printing
9

properties in a way industrial machines do not. However, most open-source
machines are limited to printing feedstock with lower glass transition temperatures
(𝑇𝑔 ) such as polylactic acid (PLA, 𝑇𝑔 =60-65 °C) and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene
(ABS, 𝑇𝑔 =105 °C) [51] [27]. High temperature/high performance thermoplastics
such as polyether imide (PEI or Ultem®, 𝑇𝑔 =217 °C), polyether ether ketone (PEEK,
𝑇𝑔 = 143 °C), and polyether ketone (PEK) are of more utility in high performance
applications [52]. Expanding the capability of an open source printer to use an
engineering polymer such as PEI provides a platform for understanding factors
that influence high quality printing of these materials.
Many of the limitations of open-source printers with regard to printing high
performance materials are a result of their inability to keep the part temperature
elevated and even throughout the part during printing. High performance materials
possess higher glass transition temperatures, Young’s modulus (𝐸), and
coefficients of thermal expansion (𝛼) than more common feedstock materials and
thus require more control of the print environment. Part quality defects such as
warping and layer delamination occur when large PEI parts are printed using a
typical open-source machine [53]. As a part is printed, a thermal gradient develops
along the z-axis of the part due to both thermal conduction within the part, between
the part and heated bed, and convection with the ambient environment. As a
result, the individual layers contract at varying rates leading to residual stresses in
the part [54]. The residual stresses will cause the part to curl or warp as the layers
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attempt to reach equilibrium after being released from the heated bed post-printing
[42], [55].
Interfacial mechanical properties are also affected by the thermal gradient.
Immediately after deposition and interface formation, molecular chains begin to
diffuse across the layer interface and become entangled with chains in the
adjacent layer in a process known as reptation [56–58]. These chains can only
move if the temperature is above Tg of the polymer. Increased temperature will
result in an increased rate of diffusion. At some point the degree of entanglement
is such that the mechanical properties of the newly formed interface are similar to
that of the bulk material. Insufficient time or temperature for chain entanglement
caused by rapid cooling or low temperatures can lead to a lower tensile strength
at the layer interface [29], [30], [59–62]. Such a condition is observed in 3D printing
and is often compounded by the structure of the interface (e.g. intimate contact
and stress concentrations) [45], [63], [64]. This effect combined with the residual
stresses described above can result in delamination if the normal stress at the
interface exceeds the tensile strength of the bond.
A method is needed to attain and control proper part temperatures to print
high performance materials on open-source 3D printers.

The most obvious

method of part temperature control is to print in a chamber thermally controlled to
be at or near the feedstock Tg. While this method is currently used in some
commercial machines, it is impractical to employ in open-source printers that are
not designed to function optimally at elevated temperatures [65]. We propose part
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temperature control by using an IR heat source to more directly control part
temperature, while holding the ambient environment at a lower temperature
suitable for operation of the machine. Thermal energy is focused on the printed
part to overcome convective and conductive cooling, while the lower ambient
temperature preserves critical printer components in the vicinity of the print not
designed to function at the higher temperatures required. Preliminary results
showed the method to be effective [53].
This chapter investigates the use of various environmental controls to
assess the validity of the IR part temperature control approach.

We will

characterize and discuss printer and part conditions during printing, as well as the
resulting part attributes including: interfacial bonding, mechanical properties, and
surface flaws.
2.2 Experimental
2.2.1 3D Printer Design
Samples were fabricated using a modified Lulzbot Taz 4 3D printer (Aleph Objects,
Loveland, CO) as described in NASA Technical Memorandum 2016-219344
(Figure 2) [53]. An enclosure with foam core walls was built around the printer. All
ABS parts on the printer were replaced with copies built out of PEI due to the higher
enclosure temperatures expected. Where possible, sensitive electronic equipment
was relocated outside of the enclosure. Any remain equipment was protected with
a pneumatic, active cooling system consisting of shrouds placed around the
outside of the motors. Twelve 35 W halogen lamps were placed along the build
12

Figure 2.
elements.

Overview of high temperature printer identifying critical design

volume and arranged so that the majority of the build area was covered by the IR
lamps (Figure 3A). A 170 W lamp and reflector system were attached to the tool
head at a distance of 60 mm from the nozzle (Figure 3B). The heating pad used
to heat the bed was replaced with a 1.4 kW AC heating pad (McMaster-Carr,
Robbinsville, NJ) to allow for higher bed temperatures. The heated nozzle and
thermistor were replaced with one designed for higher temperatures (E3D,
Chalgrove, Oxforshire, UK).
13

Figure 3. Schematic of printing area showing side lamp configuration and print
location of dogbone test parts (A). Schematic of printer showing the location of
the toolhead lamp in reference to the nozzle and printed wall (B).

2.2.2 Sample Fabrication
All tests were conducted with 1.75 mm PEI filament (Ultem® 1010, Stratasys, Eden
Prairie, MN). The filament was dried in a convection oven for 1 hour at 160 °C
prior to printing to remove any water. Test parts were printed using standard
procedures as described unless otherwise noted [53]. For a comparative study,
tensile bars were constructed using various environmental conditions/controls
including: no controls (no enclosure or IR lamps), enclosure only, enclosure with
side lamps, and enclosure with side lamps and toolhead lamp.

These

modifications will be referred to as 0-mod, 1-mod, 2-mod, and 3-mod respectively
as shown in Table 1. Each of these modifications adds successively more thermal
controls (chamber) or power (lamps) to the system. Nozzle temperature and bed
14

Condition
3-mod
2-mod
1-mod
0-mod

Environmental Control
Toolhead
Side
Enclosure
Lamp
Lamps
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 1. Environmental controls in each test
condition.

temperature for all prints were 375 °C and 200 °C, respectively. Tensile bars were
designed according to ASTM D638 standards and printed in the ZX direction as
sets of three. The part printing locations on the bed are shown in Figure 3A and
layup order was determined by the slicing software (Slic3r). Odd numbered layers
were printed in the order A, B, C while even numbered layers were printed in the
reverse order (C, B, A). Thin walls 75 mm wide x 75 mm tall x 1.5 mm thick were
designed and printed to demonstrate effects of part temperature on warping and
delamination. The dimensions were selected to maximize the probability of those
errors occurring.
2.2.3 Machine Characterization
Enclosure air temperatures and part temperatures during part fabrication for each
environmental condition were recorded during the tensile bar prints.

Air

temperatures were recorded using several thermocouples placed throughout the
printer. A FLIR TS650sc infrared camera with the emissivity set at 0.95 was used
to monitor and record the temperature of the test samples during and immediately
after printing.

Thermal images were processed using Research IR software.
15

Photoelasticity was used to view residual stresses in the thin wall samples. A
Nikon D3200 DSLR camera collected light passed through two cross polarizing
filters and test part. The density of the color bands in the image correspond to
residual stresses in the part. Environment temperatures were recorded using type
K thermocouples through a Measurement Computing USB Temp data acquisition
system with custom LabView software. The locations of the thermocouples are
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Diagram with colored dots indicating the location of
thermocouples around the part. Colors correspond to those in Figure 5.
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2.2.4 Mechanical Testing
Tensile tests were carried out at room temperature using a MTS-858 load frame
equipped with pneumatic grips and a laser extensometer. The cross head speed
and gage length (gap between two reflective tapes) were 0.5 mm/min and about 2
cm, respectively. The Young’s modulus was calculated by linear regression of the
slope between 10 and 30% of ultimate strength in each specimen. At least five
samples prepared under each condition were tested to determine tensile strength,
modulus, and elongation. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the
fracture surfaces were collected using a Phenom XL microscope with a chamber
pressure of 60 Pa and a beam strength of 10 kV. No surface preparation was
performed on the fracture surfaces prior to imaging.
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Chamber temperatures
Enclosure and IR effects on part temperature need to be analyzed to determine
the separate and combined effects of the modifications on part temperature. To
this end, chamber and part temperature during tensile bar printing are investigated.
The air temperature near the toolhead for each of the environmental conditions is
taken to represent the typical air temperature near the part. These air temperature
values are calculated by averaging the recorded temperature over 200 points at
approximately the mid-point of the run, around the time when the gauge section of
the tensile bars is printed. The values are shown in Table 2. The chamber
temperature increases significantly between 0-mod and 1-mod when the enclosure
17

Condition
3-mod
2-mod
1-mod
0-mod

Temperature (°C)
134.79
120.80
89.81
66.75

Std. Dev. (°C)
3.81
3.58
3.76
6.31

Table 2. Air temperature above nozzle during printing.

is added to the printer and again between 1-mod and 2-mod. This is an expected
result as the addition of an enclosure contains the system and prohibits cooling
due to drafts. When the IR lamps are added, excess energy produced by the
lamps contributes to an increase in the air temperature of the system. However,
the temperature difference between the 2-mod and 3-mod setups is within one
standard deviation, suggesting that the addition of the toolhead lamp does not
contribute additional energy to the system. This may be due to the spot size and
position of the toolhead lamp which is such that much of the IR energy is directed
at the build plate and contributes to its heating. This has the effect of reducing the
load required by the heating pad and keeps the overall energy input to the
enclosure equal to the 2-mod setup.
Air temperature at other points in and around the build chamber are
measured to understand the thermal homogeneity of the chamber.

A graph

showing typical temperatures during a 3-mod run is shown in Figure 5A. The
highest recorded air temperatures are near the toolhead, which is expected and
desired given the concentration of thermal sources on that point. This temperature
steadily drops as the toolhead moves away for the heated bed. The remaining
temperature probes appear grouped in two areas around constant temperature
18

Figure 5. Graph showing the air temperature with respect to time at various
locations around the printer for the 3-mod (A), 2-mod (B), 1-mod (C), and 0-mod
configurations (D).

values. The higher temperature group consists of the top center and top corner of
the chamber and show temperatures of approximately 70-80 °C through the
majority of the run. The lower temperature group consists of the two locations at
the bottom of the chamber and show temperatures of 40-50 °C. These four probe
temperatures plateau as the run progresses since the distance between each
probe and large heat sources (heated bed and lamps) is constant. Trends for the
2-mod run are similar to those of the 3-mod run as seen in Figure 5B. Chamber
temperature trends for the 1-mod runs are, again, similar to the 3-mod and 2-mod
runs, but have lower temperatures for each area at 50-60 °C for the top of the
19

enclosure and 30-35 °C for the bottom of the enclosure (Figure 5C). The chamber
temperatures for the 0-mod runs show different patterns than the other
environmental conditions. In this configuration, the majority of the probes record
a temperature close to the ambient temperature with only the top center probe
showing any increase in temperature (approximately 30 °C) with more noise than
in previous runs.

The tool head probe shows a similar trend to the other

environmental conditions, albeit with more noise. This is a direct result of the loss
of the close nature of the enclosed system and drafts to which the machine is now
vulnerable. No adverse effects on the printer or any parts exposed to the printing
environment were observed, despite the high temperatures seen in the 3-mod and
2-mod runs.
2.3.2 Part temperatures
The part temperatures at the end of each run, calculated by averaging recorded
IR thermography values of all points over the gauge length, for all environmental
conditions are reported in Table 3. Typical thermographs for the parts are shown
in Figure 6A-B. The average part temperatures increase progressively with the
addition of more environmental controls with average temperature from the 2-mod
to 3-mod runs increasing by 14 °C, temperature from the 1-mod to 2-mod
increasing by 31 °C, and the temperature from the 0-mod to 1-mod increasing by
23 °C. This increased part temperature between the 2-mod and 3-mod runs, when
combined with the stable enclosure temperatures, verifies that the IR lamps alone
make a contribution to the part temperature. The contributions of IR heating and
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Condition
3-mod
2-mod
1-mod
0-mod

Temperature (°C)
119.32
119.63
83.00
56.28

Std. Dev. (°C)
1.32
0.98
0.85
3.29

Table 3. Part temperature during printing

enclosure temperature cannot be decoupled for the 1-mod to 2-mod runs because
the part surface temperature increase is comparable to that between the 1-mod
and 0-mod runs where only the air temperature increases with no contribution from
IR heating.
Part temperatures during the run for each environmental conditions were
investigated to better understand the effect of environmental setup on the cooling
of the part. These temperatures were recorded by monitoring one pixel at the
center of gauge area of the part during the run. One pixel was used because the
size of the part and the distance of the IR camera from the part was not conducive
to collecting data at a higher resolution. Data at multiple points were collected to
verify the trends shown.
Typical thermal data of the part surface temperature during bead print
through the end of the run are shown in Figure 6C. Temperatures follow the same
basic pattern for all conditions. The highest temperature corresponds with the
initial bead laydown, which is followed by a high cooling rate leading to the lowest
bead temperature seen during the print. This is due to the extra surface area
exposed to the surrounding environment which allows for increased convective
cooling. The temperature continues to cycle as subsequent layers are added and
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Figure 6. Infrared thermograph of the dogbone test parts for the 3-mod (A) and
0-mod (B) configurations. Graph comparing the real part temperatures after initial
bead deposition for all configurations (C). Minimum part temperature reached
before the next bead deposition (D).

cooled with the difference in these temperatures decreasing gradually until the
point is outside of the heat effected zone of the latest layer. In general more
environmental controls means that this differential is lower for corresponding
layers. Once outside the heat effected zone, part temperature, now dominated by
the enclosure temperature and IR lamps, levels off and remains steady for the
remainder of the run. The exception to this is the 0-mod run which displays an
increased amount of noise in the data due to drafts present.
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Substrate temperature and cooling dynamics influence the mechanical
behavior and final part quality. Figure 6D shows the lowest temperature recorded
in a bead as successive beads are printed over it. The first of these points is the
substrate temperature for the next bead. The substrate temperature is much lower
for the 0-mod and 1-mod (89 °C and 117 °C) than it is for the 2-mod and 3-mod
runs (both around 177 °C). This means that the cooling rate is higher for fewer
environmental controls given that all other printing parameters are the same. As
additional beads are added, the temperature steadily increases until around the
sixth additional layer (3 mm above). This pattern is consistent for all environmental
conditions. The successive lowest bead temperature follows the same trend seen
previously with respect to environmental controls. Only in the 3-mod setup did the
low temperature ever reach near the Tg of the PEI.
2.3.3 Printed tensile bar results
Figure 7 shows a side-by-side comparison of a typical center printed tensile bar
using each of the environmental conditions. The amount and severity of surface
flaws in the part directly correlate with the environmental conditions. The 0-mod
run parts show the lowest quality surface finish characterized by large bumps
(often referred to as pimples or blobs) and an overall uneven surface finish. The
frequency of these flaws decreases as more environmental controls are added to
the printer, peaking with the 3-mod run parts exhibiting a minimal number of
surface flaws and smooth, consistent layer lines. The cause of these flaws is likely
the rapid cooling rate after initial bead deposition. As the material exits the heated
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Figure 7. Images of typical test parts printed with each condition showing
improvement in surface quality with the addition of environmental controls.

nozzle it immediately begins to cool, perhaps unevenly, and the bead is not able
to form an ideal shape. This is worsened by a higher cooling rate which is a
consequence of fewer environmental controls. Subsequent printing over these
uneven surfaces exacerbates the condition that causes surface flaws.
Brittle failure occurred at the interface between the printed layers when
tested under tensile loading, sometimes initiating at more than one site. The
ultimate tensile strength, Young’s modulus, and elongation for all tensile bars
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printed are shown in Figure 8 and grouped between edge parts (A and C) and
center parts (B). Overall, tensile strength appears to be generally stable for all
conditions containing some environmental controls. The exception is the 0-mod
control group which appears noticeably lower for both the center and edge parts.
Young’s modulus results do not appear to be significantly different between any of
the environmental conditions while elongation results show a trend similar to the
tensile strength.
The disparity in the mechanical properties of center printed parts and edge
printed parts is noteworthy in the ultimate tensile strength results. Parts printed on
the edges have a tensile strength 15-43% lower than those printed in the center
over all environmental conditions, with parts printed in the 0-mod setup having the
greatest difference.

The difference becomes less pronounced as more

environmental controls are added, with some edge printed parts in the 3-mod and
2-mod setups displaying equal or greater strength than center printed parts. This
is due to a difference in time between printing successive layers on the edge and
center parts. The maximum amount of time between layer depositions is 16 s for
center parts and 34 s for edge parts. The longer time delay between layers in the
edge parts causes a lower substrate temperature (30 °C and 50 °C drop for 3-mod
and 0-mod respectively) which affects interfacial adhesion. The printing sequence
did not affect the elastic modulus or elongation results. This highlights the local
nature of the 3D printing process and need for consistent part temperatures. In a
large complex part, differences in substrate temperature will lead to varying tensile
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Figure 8. Bar graphs of the dogbone test part measure values for tensile strength
(A), Young’s Modulus (B), and Elongation (C). Center printed and edge printed
parts are identified.
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strengths depending upon the location. Unexpected failure may occur in the part
if a blanket value is assumed for tensile strength when designing the part.
Conversely, compensating for the uncertain material strength with more
conservative designs may reduce the geometric benefit inherent to the 3D printing
process because of added material and weight. This underscores the need for a
better understanding of the 3D printing process at the molecular level to accurately
predict the mechanical performance of a complex part.
2.3.4 Interfacial bonding
The quality of interfacial bonding was investigated by analyzing SEM images of
the fracture surface. Figure 9 shows a typical upper fracture surface of an edge
part for each environmental condition. Poor bonding is represented by the lack of
or absence of crazing on the surface. Crazing is a common sign of adequate chain
entanglement in glassy polymer materials and can be evidenced by the fractured
drawn out fibrils remaining that give the surface a rough finish [66–68]. The
appearance of crazing on the fracture surface is consistent for the 3-mod, 2-mod,
and 1-mod test parts (Figure 9A-D). A fracture initiation site appears on the right
side of the part in an area that corresponds to the point where material deposition
begins and ends on each layer. The fracture surface near this area has a smoother
finish, with lines of crazing emanating from the crack initiation site in evenly
dispersed bands (Figure 9B). This signifies slow crack growth during the initial
stage of part failure. The surface features transition to ones that are dominated by
large crazes with no discernable pattern further away from the crack initiation site.
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Figure 9. SEM images of the fracture surface of a typical edge part for 3-mod (A
and B), 2-mod (C), 1-mod (D), and 0-mod (E and F) configurations.

This indicates fast crack growth or the point at which the part failed
catastrophically. The overall consistency of the facture surfaces across the 3-mod,
2-mod, and 1-mod configurations leads to the conclusion that the interfacial
bonding due to chain entanglement between layers in these parts is relatively
equal. This is reinforced by the ultimate strength at the three test conditions.
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The fracture surface of mod-0 stands in contrast to those results. While
crazing is present in some areas of the fracture surface, other areas contain none.
The edges of the part are of particular interest. Figure 9F shows a zoomed in view
of a perimeter bead. The surface of the bead is almost completely smooth with no
evidence of crazing. This suggests that, while the bead may have adhered to the
substrate layer, no diffusion or entanglement occurred. Such a condition is more
likely to occur in these perimeter beads as they are not as insulated from
convective cooling with the surrounding environment. This results in a higher
cooling rate and lower temperature after a layer is deposited. Such cooling is
exacerbated by the 0-mod test condition.
2.3.5 Part stability due to thermal gradient
Thin wall parts are printed to demonstrate how residual stress develops in a printed
part for 0-mod (Figure 10A-B) and (Figure 10C-D) 3-mod setups. Thermal images
show the part immediately after printing. This mimics the thermal conditions of a
large part during printing. The part temperature (Figure 10E) is maintained closer
to the Tg for the 3-mod setup with a temperature between 159 °C and 231 °C and
an average of 181.16 °C. Part temperatures are between 68 °C and 160 °C with
an average of 82.35 °C for the 0-mod part. In both scenarios, the highest part
temperature is seen at the point closest to the heated bed. Changes in quality are
also apparent between the two parts. Warping is visible in the bottom right hand
corner of the 0-mod part (Figure 10A) where the first layers have peeled up from
the heated bed. Layer delamination is also observed in the lower left and upper
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Figure 10. Photoelasticity and IR thermographs of thin wall test parts using the 3mod (A and B) and 0-mod (C and D) configurations. Graph showing the
temperature along the z-axis for both conditions as measured in the IR
thermographs (E).

right of the part. High color band density, indicating higher residual stress, is
present in the corresponding regions near the tip of the crack growth on the edges
of the part. While the temperature difference between layers is not high, overall it
is much lower than the Tg of the material. Substrate temperature would therefore
be much lower on bead deposition and cool much faster, leading to a lower
interfacial strength and higher residual stresses which result in the interfacial
delamination.
In contrast, no visible defects are observed in the 3-mod part (Figure 10CD) and residual stresses are less apparent when compared to the 0-mod part.
Thermal imaging data show an additional correlation between the temperature
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differential and residual stress.

Areas of the part with a lower temperature,

particularly those in the center of the part (Figure 10C), show more residual stress
built-up. Less residual stress is observed near the top of the part where the
difference between the measured temperature and T g is closer to zero. These
results again reinforce the need to keep the part at a consistent temperature that
is as close to the Tg of the material as possible over the entire part. Even when
environmental controls are implemented, some variance in the part temperature
still leads to residual stress. However, the modifications greatly mitigate their
effects as compared to the worst case scenario.
2.3.6 Combined effects on part
The sum of the results shows that IR heating is an effective strategy for controlling
part temperature and thereby improving the quality (e.g. reduced delaminations,
more consistent layers) of a printed part. The data showed that initial substrate
temperature, overall part temperature consistency, and temperature value play a
significant role.

In addition, these parameters are inherently coupled in

determining the attributes of the resulting part. To show this, we’ll walk through
the steps of bead deposition and part cooling to highlight the effects of the three
values listed above. Initial substrate temperature and cooling rate are critical
factors in determining interfacial strength when a bead is first deposited onto a
substrate layer.

This interfacial strength is governed by diffusion and

entanglement of polymer chains due to greater chain mobility that occurs across
the interface and the structure of the layer (i.e. presence of stress concentrations).
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The results from the ultimate tensile strength and measurement of the substrate
temperatures reinforce this conclusion. However, the increase in overall strength
is only apparent with the addition of the enclosure. The tensile strength is stable
across all other environmental conditions with the exception of the edge parts in
the 1-mod setup. Images of the fracture surface show that surface features are
consistent across the 1-mod to 3-mod setups. This suggests that as long as the
interface is above the Tg for some critical time/temperature threshold, the effects
caused by changes in polymer chain diffusion and entanglement are not
significant. All other variances in mechanical properties must therefore be due to
the geometric structure of the interface. These changes in interface geometry as
a result of environmental conditions can be seen in Figure 7. This conclusion is
supported by published literature [64].
Residual stresses develop as a result of layer contraction caused by the
temperature differential across the z-axis of the part when additional layers are
printed while previous layers continue to cool. Higher temperature differences over
a short z-axis height will cause more residual stress.

This is supported by

observations of the thin wall parts. Delamination will result if the normal stress on
the interface from residual stresses are combined with low interfacial strength due.
Only warping is present if normal stresses do not exceed the interfacial strength of
the bond. Maintaining a high part temperature using IR heating as seen in the 3mod and 2-mod setups prevents this from occurring. Keeping the initial substrate
temperature high ensures proper bonding between the layers as well as reduces
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the residue stress between two adjoining layers. Holding the overall part at a
higher temperature close to the Tg mitigates residual stresses that may begin to
develop as the print continues. Furthermore, using this setup allows the entire part
to be cooled evenly and controllably after it is printed, limiting or eliminating
residual stress effects.
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we showed the effectiveness of IR part temperature control as a
means to increase the capability of an open-source 3D printer. Analysis of part
and enclosure temperatures for different environmental conditions suggest that
directed IR plays an important role in controlling part temperature while maintaining
the air temperature at reasonable levels to ensure viability of the printer. Further,
we investigated the effects on the printed parts themselves and discussed how the
part temperatures and environmental conditions affect the quality of the part.
These results reinforce the need for tools such as IR part temperature control on
open-source machines to open new avenues for research into understanding the
effects of processing conditions on 3D printing reliability. Ultimately this will allow
for better control over the quality and consistency of 3D printed parts and broader
adoption in end-use applications.
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Chapter 3: Localized Parameter Setting Optimization [69]
3.1 Introduction
Many AM techniques, including FFF, are known to have issues with part quality
and consistency (as seen in the previous chapter), which has limited their use to
prototyping and non-critical applications where functional reliability does not affect
safety [21].

The occurrence of issues such as poor surface finish, layer

delamination, and poor dimensional stability depends on a number of parameter
settings, including: nozzle temperature, print speed, environmental conditions,
geometry, and location (Figure 11A-B) [70]. Experienced operators must set these
parameters according to the material, part geometry, and 3D printer. It can be
difficult for even an expert to select optimum parameter settings (Figure 11C-D)
[71]. An operator can specify settings for over one hundred different printing
options using a slicing software such as Cura. Attempting all combinations is not
practical, so an operator must rely on their knowledge of 3D printing to adjust
parameter settings. This leads to operator dependent part-to-part variations and
uncertainty in the performance of the final part. Additionally, an operator will
typically select a set of global parameter settings that are used throughout the part,
or at most make some layer to layer adjustments. A more objective solution for
selecting parameter settings is needed to ensure optimal use of the printer/material
performance space and consistency in 3D printed parts, regardless of part
geometry, material, system, or operator.
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Figure 11. Systematic flaws recur in multiple prints of a part (A, B) and cannot be
readily fixed by a change in the ‘global’ parameter settings without affecting
another area of the print (C, D).

Machine learning offers a potential approach to addressing this problem.
Machine learning models are trained on thousands to millions of data points to
recognize patterns that are too difficult to identify using deterministic algorithms
[72]. Machine learning has been successfully applied in applications such as
image processing, text classification, and speech recognition [72–74]. Potential
uses for machine learning in 3D printing have also been studied in a limited
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capacity [75]. Examples of their use in both monitoring/feedback applications and
predictive models include: predicting property outcomes based on parameter
settings, predicting global parameter settings for specific outcomes, identifying
failures during printing, predicting bead geometry, adjusting geometry to prevent
failures, and assessing part manufacturability [17], [42], [76–92]. An example of
the utility of machine learning in the established quality control method of visual
inspection is demonstrated by the use of a neural network to identify flaws in laser
powder bed fusion 3D printing [93], [94]. An image of the powder bed was captured
after each layer, segmented, and put through a machine learning model to identify
flaws at specific locations. A visual representation of the part could then be
constructed to show the location of flaws.

In another study, a part was

thermomechanically modeled using finite element analysis (FEA) to determine part
warping during printing [95]. The geometry of the part was then adjusted using
machine learning to mitigate warping. While the work cited above demonstrates
the potential of machine learning in 3D printing, collecting and processing sufficient
quantities of high quality data remains a challenge. Studies using data from
printed, physical parts typically have fewer than one hundred data points in the
entire data set, while machine learning requires tens of thousands of data points
for models to be considered valid [72], [75]. This is a practical constraint given the
cost and tedium of printing enough samples to provide sufficient data sets for the
identification and classification of printing flaws as well as for determining fixes.
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Additionally, the work cited focuses on aspects of 3D printing and does not address
the full process.
The goal of this work is to develop the foundations for an end-to-end tool
that can determine near optimum location specific parameter settings for a given
local geometry, material, and machine without expert intervention. This, in effect,
gives the machine qualities similar to those of a human craftsman by anticipating
areas where flaws may occur and proactively adjusting parameter settings to
maximize the chance of a flaw free part. We have picked a subset of the 3D
printing parameter space in order to develop the key elements of the tool. We focus
on systematic visual flaws that occur in repeated prints of the same geometry
(Figure 11A-B) whose mitigation often requires an operator to adjust some
parameter settings that may be contradictory (Figure 11C-D). We do not directly
address random flaws, such as those resulting from defects in the print filament or
a fault in the machine. These are best addressed with the addition of sensors and
real-time feedback mechanisms. Simplified data capture and processing in the tool
open up a path to generate large test data sets for the learning.
We have devised a tool that selects 3D printing parameter settings based
on local part geometry and visual flaws.

Parts are segmented into discrete

components and machine learning models are used to identify flaws in existing
part segments. The segmentation process results in thousands of data points per
print, increasing the size of the data set used for identifying print defects, even with
a limited number of prints. A second set of machine learning models predicts flaws
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in future part segments based on parameter settings and geometry. From these
predictions, the tool selects local parameter settings that give the highest
probability of a flaw free part. Throughout the process, printed optimized parts are
used to retrain the models using semi-supervised learning, which results in more
accurate prints with each iteration. This chapter discusses the development,
training, and operation of the tool. Evidence of its functionality is demonstrated by
predicting flaws in future prints, optimizing a print for minimal flaws, and
simultaneously optimizing for minimal flaws and time.
3.2 Results
3.2.1 Tool Overview
The tool uses localized data, obtained from an image recognition algorithm that
identifies and classifies flaws and part geometry, to train a model that predicts
future flaws in a part. The flaw prediction results are then used to adjust and
optimize parameter settings. Only visual flaws are considered because they are
easy to identify and appear in unique locations which helps demonstrate the
effectiveness of localized optimization. The tool consists of three independent
modules: the detection module, the prediction module, and the smoothing module
(Figure 12A). Figure 12B shows a schematic diagram of the tool implemented in
this work with the solid (black) lines indicating general use procedures, dotted
(orange) lines for training procedures, and dashed (purple) lines for continued
learning. The detection module provides data on the location and types of flaws
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Figure 12. Elements of the tool showing the three distinct modules (A). Data flows
between the CAD model, g-code, and the print (B). The part geometry chosen to
develop and demonstrate the functionality of the tool (C).

in a part for training and testing. This data, combined with geometry, parameter
settings, and toolpath data, trains the prediction module. The prediction module
outputs the probability of each flaw classification occurring at every local point for
all possible parameter combinations. From these probabilities, the smoothing
module generates a new set of machine readable instructions, known as g-code,
based on a set of ‘best’ local parameter settings. These parameter settings are
chosen to minimize the probability of flaws occurring while meeting hardware
limitations and any added operator priorities. Locally optimized parts are printed,
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analyzed by the detection module, and fed back into the prediction module for
continued learning.
Factors including the machine, part geometry, material, and range of
parameter settings are set and held constant throughout the experiments to
demonstrate the workflow through the tool. This restriction reduces the complexity
and variability of the data in the development process but does not limit the
demonstration of the essential elements of the workflow. The test part is built with
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and consists of two perpendicular thin walls
connected by a flat bottom (Figure 12C). This material and geometry combination
was chosen for the frequency and type of flaws common in the part and ease of
data collection. Digital photographs are used to capture data for the detection
module. The flaw classifications used are: blobs, warps, delaminations, and ‘none’
(Figure 13A). Blobs are the appearance of excess material on the surface of the
print. Warps are areas of the print that are curved upwards and appear in the
sample images as layer lines with a slight curvature. Delaminations are defined
as two layers that have debonded and separated over part of the interface. ‘None’
are the absence of any of the aforementioned flaws. Both the detection module
and prediction module are trained on flaws found on the outward facing sides of
the walls. The five printing parameters and discrete setting ranges are as follows:
nozzle temperature (225 °C, 235 °C, 245 °C), bed temperature (90 °C, 100 °C,
110 °C), print speed (20 mm s-1, 40 mm s-1, 60 mm s-1, 80 mm s-1), extrusion
multiplier (90%, 100%, 110%), and fan speed (0%, 30%, 45%, 80% of the
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Figure 13. Sample images of the blob, warp, delamination (delm), and ‘none’ flaw
classifications used to train the detection module and develop the workflow through
the tool (A). Confusion matrix showing validation accuracy of the detection module
(B). Heat map showing the probability of blobs in the part identified by the detection
module (C). Printed part with the flaws identified in Figure 13C correlated with the
true flaws (D, E).

maximum speed). These parameters and ranges, which are not intended to be
exhaustive, are fundamental to the process, easy to program through g-code, and
cover a range where the effects of changes are readily observable. There are 432
possible combinations of global parameter settings of which 144 combinations
were printed in random order and used to train the models in both modules. The
random ordering ensures the training data samples the full parameter space while
more data is gathered and enables exploration of the end-to-end functionality of
the tool. Each part took between 13 and 45 minutes to print.
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3.2.2 Detection Module
The detection module provides flaw classification and location data, initially from
parts printed with global parameter settings, to train and test the prediction module.
In this work we use transfer learning with AlexNet to create an image classification
model. The two walls of the printed part are photographed, segmented into smaller
images showing 4 mm x 4 mm overlapping sections, and manually labeled (Figure
13A) [74]. AlexNet is trained on these images in a pseudo semi-supervised
learning process where each newly classified image is checked by a human,
reclassified if necessary, and the model retrained. The model has an accuracy of
98.26% with a low rate of confusion between flaws (Figure 13B). The detection
module classified flaws in parts not included in the training data to further
demonstrate its capability. The graphical representation of the detection module
output (Figure 13C) shows the probability of blobs detected in a part. Colored
boxes in the images directly correlate flaws classified by the detection module with
these regions in the part (Figure 13D-E).
3.2.3 Prediction Module
The prediction module calculates the probability of various types of flaws occurring
at each location in the print based on parameter settings and geometry. We use
a gradient boosting classifier in Scikit-learn to calculate the flaw probability [96].
The prediction module outputs a table of these probabilities or the most likely flaw
classification (including ‘none’) at each segment. To calculate the probabilities,
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Figure 14. The prediction module processes local geometry and parameter data
to predict flaw classifications (A) with a confidence shown in the confusion matrix
(B). The agreement between the prediction module and the detection module
classifications of the flaws in the printed parts (C).

local geometries (Figure 14A) harvested from the STL file, toolpath locations, and
parameter settings are fed the gradient boosting classifier. The trained model has
an accuracy of 73.69%. The confusion matrix (Figure 14B) shows that the model
performs well at predicting the delamination flaws with 89% accuracy, but has a
high rate of false positives for that category. There is some confusion between
blob and warp flaws, both of which commonly occur near the edge of the part. The
rate of false positives in these two classifications is lower than that for
delaminations. The model is conservative when predicting ‘none’ flaws with 24%
false negative rate.
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Several prints not in the training data were selected at random, run through
the prediction module, printed, and analyzed using the detection module. The
results are compared to the predictive model to test the validity of the algorithm.
Correlation between the predicted flaws and classified flaws is 95.2% and 82.6%
for the test cases shown, respectively (Figure 14C). Overall agreement between
the prediction module and detection module models for all test cases is 79.83%.
3.2.4 Smoothing Module
The prediction module does not explicitly include material and hardware response
limitations in arriving at the ‘best’ parameter settings. These limitations must be
addressed more directly to yield printable g-code. The material and hardware
response to parameter setting changes will dictate the minimum step size and the
time scale for these changes in the final g-code.
The mechanical responses of the 3D printing hardware and material limit
the range of parameter setting changes achievable.

For example, nozzle

temperature response time is a hardware limited characteristic. Under worst case
conditions (highest print speed, fan speed, and extrusion multiplier), the nozzle
temperature increases at a rate of around 14 °C min-1. The cooling rate is a much
faster 60 °C min-1, but the controller overshoots and takes nearly a minute to settle
after reaching the target temperature (Figure 15A).
The material response to changes in extrusion multiplier and print speed is
another limiting characteristic. Figure 16A-C shows two parts printed with the print
speed and extrusion multiplier randomly selected at each segment. Changing print
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Figure 15. Graph of temperature change as a function of time under worst case
scenario conditions (highest print speed, extrusion multiplier, and fan speed
considered) (A). Some nozzle temperature setting changes are unprintable due
to hardware response limitations (B).

speed results in a part with a rough, wavy texture corresponding to the changes.
In contrast, very little effect is seen when the extrusion multiplier alone is adjusted
(Figure 16B). Blobs are present in the print (Figure 16C) corresponding to a
simultaneous decrease in the print speed and extrusion multiplier (Figure 16D-E).
The smoothing module is used to produce a coherent set of parameter
settings to account for the above and other limitations. Various methods can be
used to do this, including algorithms that account for the known material and
hardware responses. In this work, a simple walk of the ‘best’ parameter settings
is implemented to demonstrate the functionality of the module (Figure 16F). Using
a table containing the probability of various flaws generated by the prediction
module, the smoothing module charts a path between adjacent segments that
aims to maintain the highest probability of ‘none’ flaws while minimizing the
segment-to-segment change in the parameter settings.
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Figure 16. Artifacts in the print due to the limitations of the hardware and the
material response (A-C). Parameter setting changes for print speed (D) and
extrusion multiplier (E) prior to smoothing. Smoothing of the parameter settings
changes by the smoothing module (F).

3.2.5 Optimizing for Quality
The tool selects parameter settings to minimize visual flaws. From here on we will
define minimizing the visual flaws as increasing the quality of the part. This is done
by selecting the parameter setting combinations with the highest probability of
‘none’ flaws. Blindly following this procedure over the entire part results in a gcode that cannot be printed in practice (Figure 15B), so modifications are
performed.

First, global parameter settings are chosen for nozzle and bed

temperature, since hardware response for these two parameters is slow. ‘Best’
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parameter settings selection is performed for the remaining three parameters.
Then, parameter setting changes over consecutive points are smoothed based on
the machine’s capability.
Graphical representations of the g-code for print speed, extrusion multiplier,
and fan speed settings for the quality optimized part are shown in Figure 17A-C.
The bottom layers and corners show how the module adjusts settings across the
three parameters to increase the quality of the part. The print speed is slowed to
the lowest setting (20 mm s-1) in the corners in the bottom layers. Fan speed is
increased and extrusion multiplier is decreased for the corners. The part took 24
minutes and 13 seconds to print. The resulting part quality (Figure 17D) is 86.41%,
which is in the top 0.5% of all parts classified by the detection module.
3.2.6 Optimizing for Print Time and Quality
In addition to optimizing purely for print quality, it if often customary for expert
operators to also optimize for factors such as print speed at the expense of one of
the quality metrics. Similarly, the tool can account for operator priorities, such as
print time, in addition to material and hardware limitations when building g-code.
For example, parameter settings can be optimized to yield the lowest print time
while maintaining overall part shape and integrity (i.e. no warps and
delaminations). The tool achieves this objective by incrementing the print speed
to the limit where there are no warps and delaminations at the expense of residual
blobs.
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Figure 17. Smoothed changes in the print speed (A), extrusion multiplier (B), and
fan speed (C) for a quality optimized part (D).

Graphical representations of the g-code for print speed, extrusion multiplier,
and fan speed settings are shown in Figure 18A-C. Once again, the tool selects a
lower print speed on the first few layers. Print speed and extrusion multiplier are
reduced around the corners and fan speed is increased. Fan speed is reduced in
the lower sections of the part and increases as it approaches the top.

The

extrusion multiplier shows a similar trend. The part (Figure 18D) took 16 minutes
and 56 seconds to complete and displays no flaws in most of the part, although
more pronounced blobs are observed around the corner. The part is 76.61%
‘none’ flaw as classified by the detection module.
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Figure 18. Smoothed changes in the print speed (A), extrusion multiplier (B), and
fan speed (C) for a print time and quality optimized part (D).

3.2.7 Overall Results
The tool, using locally optimized parameter settings, printed high quality parts
when compared to parts printed with global parameters settings without the need
for operator intervention, demonstrating its functionality and versatility.
Comparisons of detection module classified quality and print time for the quality
optimized part, print time and quality optimized part, and training (global settings)
parts show how the tool performs against global parameter setting combinations
(Figure 19). The quality optimized print is 14% higher ‘none’ flaw than the average
part with global settings and 40 mm s-1 print speed. The print time and quality
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Figure 19. Overall performance of the tool in optimizing for print quality and
optimizing for print time and quality compared against global parameter settings
parts.

optimized part quality (76.61%) is similar to the average quality of the 40 mm s -1
setting combinations (76.04%), but has a print time that is 28% faster. Compared
with one another the quality optimized part has a 13% higher quality, while the print
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time and quality optimized part prints 30% faster. Overall, the tool sacrifices quality
for speed, or vice versa, depending on the operator’s priorities.
3.3 Discussion
3.3.1 Local Parameter Setting Trends
We observe three types of parameter setting responses/trends output by the tool:
operator-like behavior, complex behavior, and emergent behaviors. Operator-like
behaviors include those parameter setting changes which are common practice in
3D printing and can be easily programmed by the operator. Nozzle temperature
changes are evidence of this behavior (Figure 15B). The nozzle temperature is
set to the highest setting (245 °C), particularly around the corners, in the first few
layers at the bottom of the print. A higher nozzle temperature closer to the bottom
of the print is a technique that increases the adhesion between the first layers of
the part and the print bed. This has the effect of reducing warping at the bottom
of the part by preventing the first layers from detaching. Another example of this
behavior is found in the print speeds selected for the first few layers of both the
quality and print time and quality optimized parts (Figure 17A and 18A). Speed is
lowered which has the effect of reducing warping in the first few layers of the part.
Both of these are operator selectable options in the Cura slicing software.
Complex behavior refers to parameter setting changes for which the
reasoning is understandable, but not easily implemented using basic slicing
software. This type of behavior is evident around sharp corners of the part. The
tool chooses a lower print speed in these areas for both the quality and print time
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and quality optimized parts. This is an understandable reaction of the tool as
reducing print speed allows for increased adhesion between layers which prevents
delaminations. Simultaneously, a decreased print speed and decreased substrate
temperature result in fewer blobs. Fan power increases as well which also helps
to cool the substrate and further prevent blobs. Currently, the only way for a human
operator to adjust parameter settings at specified points such as these is to
manually write the changes into g-code.
Emergent behaviors occur when the correlation between parameter setting
changes and printing results are not a priori predictable. One such emergent
behavior is that of fan speed and extrusion multiplier. These two parameters are
coupled in both of the optimizations, but do not display the same relationship. The
fan speed and extrusion multiplier are inversely proportional in the quality
optimized part, and directly proportional in the print time and quality optimized part.
Additionally, fan speed and extrusion multiplier increase at higher layers in the print
time and quality optimized part, while no such change is observed in the quality
optimized part.

Although theories could be offered, they would be largely

speculative. We can, however, conclude that the tool does not use a single type
of parameter setting adjustment for a specific flaw.
Analysis of the parameters selected reveals that the tool is capable of
solving complex problems. The combination of behaviors outlined above shows
that the tool not only makes changes to the parameter settings that are consistent
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with known techniques, but also implements solutions beyond the capability of a
human operator.
3.3.2 Hardware Response
The mechanical and thermal response of the printer and material is an important
factor to consider when designing the tool. Simply changing parameter settings at
each segment will not result in flaw free locations as predicted by the prediction
module because of inherent limitations due to response times. The 3D printer used
is unmodified and, therefore, has a fixed nozzle mass, heater, and control system
that is not designed to execute sudden changes in temperature. Poor print quality
with sudden changes in print speed and extrusion multiplier is likely due to the
compressible nature of molten ABS. It is possible that the combination of the
machine limitations and physics of the material’s response to print conditions also
plays a role.
The algorithm implemented in the smoothing module is crucial to achieving
quality parts since the prediction module was not trained for flaws induced by the
mechanical response. Even the simple walk of the ‘best’ parameter settings
technique used for these experiments greatly improved the quality of the part over
what could have resulted without smoothing. Further work on implementing more
sophisticated smoothing algorithms will likely lead to further improvements in print
quality. Training the predictive model to account for printing conditions preceding
a segment of interest would provide additional smoothing and increase quality, as
mechanical response would be represented in the predictions sent to the
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smoothing module. This would reduce the occurrence of blobs seen in the print
time and quality optimized part as those are likely due to factors that are not
accounted for in the current prediction module. Additionally, incorporating data
from computational modeling of the printing process would complement learning
from the printed results.
Hardware improvements are also important to reduce the response time of
the printer and complement the smoothing algorithm. Changes to the control
system of the machine, for example, have been shown to reduce flaws frequently
encountered at high speeds [97]. Despite the major effects of hardware and
material limitations, the tool is still able to produce quality parts and demonstrate
the utility of machine learning in 3D printing.
3.3.3 Continued Learning
The advantage of using machine learning to optimize 3D printing is that it continues
to improve as it encounters new situations and reinforces old ones. More data is
necessary to improve the accuracy and generalizability of the machine learning
models used in the tool now that its effectiveness is demonstrated. Examples of
additional training data include more varied geometries, inputs from more and
different sensors, and optimizing for additional print parameters. The predictive
model trained in this work only saw one type of geometry, so the weights are
closely tied to location coordinates. A more generalizable training geometry would
allow the tool to shift focus to geometric features and increase the likelihood of a
correct response when the tool encounters parts it has not seen before, but contain
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similar features. Additional sensors could augment the detection module to ensure
that the flaws inferred are real. For example, the detection module had issues
correctly classifying warps that occurred at the bottom of the part, often
misclassifying them as delaminations. A sensor that can detect when the bottom
layers of the part detach from the print bed could be used to improve the reliability
of the detection module in identifying warps. It is also known that factors including
substrate temperature can affect how and when the flaws form in the part. Having
this type of data available would be useful in improving the accuracy of the
predictive model.
This work focuses on using the tool to optimize for visible print flaws, but
other metrics, such as road width and dimensional stability, could also be
addressed assuming the effects can be measured locally. Correlations between
local flaws and overall part performance, such as mechanical properties, can be
deduced with further characterization and the data made available for training.
While modifying the tool to optimize for other metrics would require adaptation for
new sensors, data, and outputs, the high-level structure of the tool would remain
intact.
The flexibility of the tool is the result of each module being independent of
each other. This allows each to be modified, tailored, and improved upon so the
tool can be easily modified to handle different scenarios. Only the input and output
variables need to be compatible, as each module feeds the next. Also, using
separate modules to detect flaws and optimize parameter settings means that the
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output of the tool is not constrained to what the detection module is trained to
identify or prediction module to predict. The quality and print time and quality
optimizations demonstrate this directly. The smoothing module was adjusted to
produce unique responses for different scenarios with the other two modules left
unchanged. This modular design removes constraints on geometry, parameters,
targeted output, machine, 3D printing technique, or manufacturing process in
general.
3.4 Experimental Section
3.4.1 Printing
All printing was performed on an unmodified Lulzbot Taz Mini 3D Printer (Aleph
Objects, Loveland, CO) with a 0.5 mm nozzle using 3 mm diameter natural ABS
filament (Village Plastics, Barberton, OH) in an ambient environment. Slicing and
toolpath planning was performed using Cura version 3.2.21 and formed the base
g-code.

G-code for all remaining parameter combinations were produced by

modifying the base g-code using a Python script. The initial parameter settings
and ranges were chosen based on the default settings and physical limits of the
filament and printer. Layer height was set at 0.25 mm for all prints. Infill was not
required due to the thickness of the walls.
3.4.2 Data Collection
Data was collected by photographing the two outside walls of the printed part using
a Nikon D3200 DSLR camera with an 85 mm macro lens against a black backdrop.
The images were used as input to a MATLAB script that segmented them into
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smaller 4 mm x 4 mm subsections of the part overlapping every 2 mm. Part
geometry data was collected by first using Autodesk NetFabb to refine the STL
mesh size in the part to a maximum edge length of 0.1 mm and analyzed using
libigl to extract geometric information from each vertex [98]. The g-code was
segmented into roughly 2 mm linear sections for alignment with the geometric data.
Finally, the coordinates of the g-code and geometry data were aligned and the
data mapped to their respective points. Data for the images, geometry, and gcode was brought together and stored using the Python Pandas DataFrame.
3.4.3 Model Training and Validation
AlexNet in MATLAB r2018a was used for the detection module. The complete
data set for the detection module contained over 170,000 image segments in total,
however, around 95% of these images were ‘none’ flaws. Therefore, the training
data was reduced to 459 images per flaw classification (1836 total images). The
limiting factor for the detection module model was delaminations. The model was
trained on the data set using a Quadro K4000 GPU with parallelization for a total
training time of approximately 1 hour and can classify all 676 image segments of
each wall in 35 seconds.
A gradient boosting classifier in Scikit-learn (Python 3.6.5) was used for the
prediction module. The training data set for the prediction module consists of
49,164 data points evenly spread over the flaw classifications. Downsampling was
employed to prevent overfitting caused by the high number of ‘none’ flaws and low
number of other flaws including delamination. Data points from a single print
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appeared in either the training data or test data only. After training, the model took
around 3 seconds to predict the 3.24 x 106 local parameter setting combinations
for a part. All validation experiments were performed using the same equipment
and environment as the training data set.
Note: This chapter is published in Advanced Materials Technologies, January
2019 and is available at https://doi.org/10.1002/admt.201800653. Reproduced
under licenses #4554301163233.
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Chapter 4: Multifunctional Carbon Nanotube Yarn Reinforced Components
[99]
4.1 Introduction
One way to impart hierarchy into a structure is to integrate multiple materials for
specific purposes. These could include nanoscale materials, such as carbon
nanotubes (CNT) that can serve multiple functions within a part. CNTs are high
aspect ratio nanoscale tubes whose atomic structure imparts a unique suite of
mechanical, electrical and thermal characteristics not usually possessed by a
single material [100]. Since their novelty was recognized over twenty years ago,
this distinctive feature has led to visions of multifunctional materials and structures
[101–105]. Early availability in powder form limited their utility to light doping of
polymeric matrices to yield nanocomposites, thin films, and coatings with
enhanced electrical properties sufficient for applications like electrostatic charge
dissipation and electromagnetic shielding [106–109]. Until recently, the big payoff
in multifunctional load bearing applications has been challenging to attain due to
the lack of bulk material formats that retain the attractive mechanical properties for
which CNTs were heralded. The material is now available in commercial quantities
of sheets and yarns [11] with mechanical properties that support their use as
structural reinforcement [110–116], and electrical conductivity sufficient for data
cables [117]. Spun yarns with good mechanical properties have also been shown
to carry useful levels of current [11].
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FFF provides a basis for manufacturing topologically optimized functional
components using these materials [50], [118].

Feedstocks for multifunctional

materials in AM have followed the initial trend in CNT nanocomposites using low
volume fractions of dispersed CNTs.

Filaments with low concentrations of

graphene, graphene oxide and metal particles in a matrix have been studied [119–
121]. Conductive inks have also been used where conductive paths were desired
[20], [122], [123]. Continuous carbon fiber, Kevlar® and glass fibers have been
used to enhance part stiffness [38], [124]. The above set of feedstocks imparts
only one functionality, therefore, a printer designed to combine the features offered
by several of these materials in a part will require multiple print heads to
accommodate different feedstock processing conditions. In contrast, CNTs offer
the possibility of using a single material to tailor functionality with two print heads
that can selectively lay down unreinforced and CNT reinforced elements in a part.
The coupling of FFF with continuous CNT yarn reinforced feedstock can
change component design and fabrication paradigms by enabling 3D printing of
multifunctional load bearing components, with the potential for cost effective
manufacturing and performance enhancement. The work presented here
demonstrates the advantages of using a single material to impart multiple
functionalities to a 3D printed component. Parts made with the engineering
polymer Ultem® were printed with portions continuously reinforced with CNT yarn
and characterized to illustrate the following array of functions that can be
embedded in an as-printed part: mechanical reinforcement, electrical conductivity,
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resistive heating and strain sensing.

The integration of some of these

functionalities in an article during fabrication is demonstrated by printing a
quadcopter frame using Ultem® and continuous CNT yarn filament, where the CNT
yarn functioned simultaneously as mechanical reinforcement and the electrical
current carrying conductors.
4.2. Experimental Section
4.2.1 Filament preparation
Printable CNT yarn filaments consist of CNT yarn infused with Ultem®. They were
fabricated by a scalable continuous solution coating method that enables wetting
of the CNT yarn [113], [125]. A custom designed continuous coater was used for
this process. As-received highly densified CNT yarn purchased from Nanocomp
Technologies, Inc., Merrimack, NH ranged in specific strength and specific
modulus from 1.33 to 1.59 N/tex, and from 69 to 102 N/tex, respectively, with linear
densities of 24-29 g/km. The pristine CNT yarn was passed through a Teflon tube
(3 mm in inner diameter), which contained a solution of 50 mg/ml Ultem® 1010
(Stratasys, Eden Prairie, MN) in dimethylacetamide (DMAc). The solution coated
CNT yarn was heated to 250oC to complete the filament preparation.
4.2.2 3D printing and cutting of continuous CNT yarn filament
A modified open-source, FFF 3D printer (Aleph Objects, Loveland, CO) was used
to print components consisting of both neat Ultem ® resin and CNT yarn filament
by utilizing two separate nozzles heated to 375 °C. Printing substrates were
prepared by attaching an as-received 127 µm Ultem® sheet (McMaster-Carr,
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Robbinsville, NJ) to the glass print bed with a high temperature adhesive (3M ®
467MP) [126]. The substrate was cleaned with methanol prior to printing. The
embedded electronic component sample was printed using a 3M® 8992 polyester
film mounted in a similar fashion to the Ultem ® substrate. Elmer’s Disappearing
Purple® glue stick was used as the substrate material in all other cases where neat
Ultem® was printed prior to CNT yarn filament printing. The bed temperature
during printing was maintained at 162 °C. All other printing parameters developed
in the course of this work are described in the Results and Discussion section.
The continuous CNT yarn filament was cut by resistive (Joule) heating. The
section of CNT yarn filament to be cut was used to complete the circuit between
the metallic print nozzle which contacts the filament as it is being extruded, and a
second electrode located 3-5 mm below the nozzle. The spacing between the
nozzle and second electrode ensured that a length of the filament suitable for
starting the anchoring step in the next print run remained at the nozzle tip. A
variable DC power supply (Rigol DP832 Programmable DC Power Supply) was
used to cut the filament. To characterize the time response of the CNT yarn
filament cutting, two Keithley 2000 Digital Multimeters (DMMs) were used to
measure the voltage and current supplied by the DC power supply. Custom-built
LabVIEW (National Instruments) based software was used for data acquisition
from the DMMs.
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4.2.3 Material and part characterization
Photographs of the printed parts were captured using a Nikon D3200 camera with
an 85 mm macro lens. The microscopic morphologies of the as-received CNT
yarn, as-prepared CNT yarn filament, and printed CNT yarn filament were
investigated using optical microscopy (Leica, DM8000 M) and field emissionscanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Hitachi Model S-5200).
X-ray computed tomography (CT) data was acquired with a commercially
available X-Tek (now Nikon Metrology) microfocus X-Ray Computed Tomography
system, capable of resolving details down to 5 microns. X-ray source settings used
during data acquisition were 160 kV operating voltage, 47 µA tube current, and 0.5
mm copper filter. Samples were mounted vertically between the source and
detector, and radiographs collected at increments of approximately 0.11 degrees
as the sample was rotated the full 360 degrees about its smallest dimension.
Three-dimensional reconstructions of the collected radiographs produced volume
data from which the cross sectional data in this study were extracted.
4.2.4 Mechanical testing
Room temperature tensile responses of the printed CNT yarn specimens were
determined using a MTS-858 test frame equipped with a laser extensometer. The
test specimen size and geometry were based on ASTM D638 (standard test
method for tensile properties of plastic sheeting) and D1708 (standard test method
for tensile properties of plastics by use of microtensile specimens) standards. The
gage length and crosshead speed were 20 mm and 0.5 mm/min, respectively. At
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least three specimens, made under each print condition, were tested to determine
tensile strength and modulus. The mechanical test data were normalized by the
linear density of the specimen, which was determined by measuring the length and
weight of the specimen to eliminate errors from the measurement of thickness and
width of the specimen. The Young’s modulus was calculated by linear regression
at the slope between 100 and 200 MPa/(g/cm3) in the specific stress vs. tensile
strain curves, except for the data from neat Ultem®, where the slope from the initial,
linear region of the stress-strain curve was used.
4.2.5 Electrical characterization
Four probe electrical conductivity measurements of the printed specimens were
made using a Keithley 2400 current source and a Keithley 2000 DMM. Silver paint
(Ted Pella Pelco® Colloidal Silver Paste, Product No. 16032) was used to attach
the exposed CNT yarn ends to the measurement electrodes. Infrared
thermographs were captured using a VT02 Visual IR Thermometer (Fluke
Corporation). Piezoresistive data was acquired by metallizing the exposed ends
of the CNT yarn in the printed part with Dupont 5000 silver ink. The CNT yarn
ends were then connected through a terminal block to a Lakeshore Model 370 AC
Resistance Bridge equipped with a Model 3708 pre-amplifier. The sample was
placed on a custom-made 3 point bending fixture with 19 mm spacing between the
outer contact points. Resistance measurements were captured at an acquisition
frequency of approximately 0.45 Hz while a 50 N load was cyclically applied to and
removed from the 3-point bending fixture.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 CNT yarn filaments
Figure 20A shows a spool of printable CNT yarn filament. The average diameter
of the filaments containing 10-30 % resin by weight was around 350 μm. The
optical microscopy image of the CNT yarn filament in Figure 20B shows that the
CNT yarn is encapsulated with Ultem® resin. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
reveals resin wet out of the interbundle spaces (Figure 20C). The pristine CNT
yarn (Figure 20D) was uniformly coated with Ultem® 1010. No resin rich surfaces
were observed.
4.3.2 CNT yarn filament printing and cutting
To demonstrate the placement and printing characteristics of CNT yarn filament,
single filament traces were laid down. The CNT yarn filament was pushed into the
substrate by the nozzle and held for ~1 s at strategic locations along the tool path
to improve interfacial adhesion between the CNT yarn filament and the substrate.
This “selective compaction” (hereinafter selective compaction) method anchors the
filament ahead of a long pass across the printing surface. The process worked
well for printing of conductive traces quickly and in areas where robust adhesion
was not required. A “continuous compaction” (hereinafter continuous compaction)
method was used for areas where structural reinforcement was desired. In this
process, the filament is pushed into the substrate at regular intervals over the
entire CNT yarn filament trace during initial filament deposition. Heat is then
reapplied during subsequent passes. For both methods, the accuracy of the print
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Figure 20. Spool of CNT yarn filament prior to printing (A). Optical microscopy
image of individual CNT yarn filament (B). SEM image of CNT yarn coated with
Ultem® 1010 (C). SEM image of pristine CNT yarn (D).

was maintained without requiring external intervention like clamps or adhesives to
secure the CNT yarn filament prior to printing. These processes, along with the
inherent high compliance of the CNT yarn, allowed the filament to be printed with
high precision.
Figures 21A-C demonstrate the characteristics of the CNT yarn filament that
make it a desirable feedstock for multifunctional parts. Tightly spaced, parallel
filament lines can be printed to create parts with high concentrations of CNTs. The
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Figure 21. Uniaxial CNT yarn filament layer printed on an Ultem® substrate using
the continuous compaction method (A). A resin rich specimen with an embedded
electrical signal carrying CNT trace (B). 180° turn of printed CNT yarn filament
(C). The letters “nAno” printed using a single CNT yarn filament showing 90°,
180°, and large radius turns (D). Printed walls. Foreground: 10-layer square
boarder. Background: 28-layer thin wall. Both objects contain ~86 wt.% CNT (E).
Close-up view of thin wall showing 12 individual layers of CNT yarn (F).

line spacings (from the center of one filament to that of the next) are 350 µm apart
in Figure 21A and 1 mm apart in Figure 21B. This is a consequence of the tight
turning radius (half the width of the yarn) that can be maintained by allowing the
yarn to reorient itself over the course of the turn. There are no gaps visible between
uniaxial line traces of the part shown in Figure 21A. This is evidenced by the
magnified printed CNT yarn filaments shown in Figure 21C. In this figure, the ability
to print continuous CNT yarn filaments having tight radii can also be seen.
Deposition of multiple layers of the CNT yarn filament was also demonstrated.
Figures 21E-F show a 3D structure built with 28 layers of CNT yarn filament.
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Increased versatility in the printing process can be achieved by integrating
the ability to cut the CNT yarn filament at the deposition point when needed. Laser
cutting and resistive (Joule) heating were explored for in-situ cutting of the CNT
yarn filament. A 5W, 1570 nm diode laser (SemiNex Corp. 15P-110 Fiber Coupled
Laser) was shown to be capable of cutting the CNT yarn filament when tightly
focused onto a spot on the filament. However, resistive heating provided a simpler,
less expensive, quick, and controllable way to cut the CNT yarn filament on
demand. Figure 22 shows the current and voltage vs. time curve for a typical
cutting cycle at a power supply setting of 24 V and 3A. As voltage is applied, the
current rises to a maximum in less than 200 ms, holds for ~300 ms and then drops
to zero as the circuit is broken upon separation of the filament, allowing the
measured voltage to rise to the set value for the now open circuit. The rise and fall
in the current or the rise in the voltage can be used as a means to verify that the
cutting was successful.
4.3.3 Imaging of 3D printed part
Figure 23A shows a printed sample illustrating the designations used to label
images from X-ray CT. Figure 23B shows the CT image of a sample printed using
the selective compaction method. The image reveals microstructure characterized
by large voids and a lack of Ultem® bridging between the yarns. This is the result
of the shorter duration that the yarn is under heat and pressure when the selective
compaction method is employed.

In contrast, Figures 23C-D show that the

samples printed using continuous compaction have dense packing of the CNT
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Figure 22. Graph of voltage and current vs. time during a CNT yarn filament cut.

yarn, indicating good adhesion between the filaments, as well as between the CNT
yarn filament and the Ultem® substrate. To further characterize the effects of
compaction, Figure 23E shows a CT scan cross section aligned in the fiber
direction for a one-layer specimen prepared using the selective compaction
method. Areas of the sample that experienced compaction show dense packing
of the CNT yarn, indicating good bonding between the printed yarn and the
substrate, whereas areas where the yarn was pulled quickly across the surface
show visible gaps between the yarn and the substrate.
4.3.4 Mechanical testing of 3D printed part
Mechanical test specimens of the CNT yarn filament were printed using both the
selective and continuous compaction methods. Flat, 50 mm x 5.6 mm, specimens
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Figure 23. Typical printed specimen with cross sections used for the Computeraided tomography (CT) scans (A). CT scans of printed specimens (B-E).

were printed with the CNT yarn filament in a uni-directional layup pattern of one to
three layers on a 127 μm thick Ultem® substrate. The nozzle height was not
adjusted between layers, resulting in an increase in the compaction force with each
additional layer. The Ultem® substrate remained adhered to the specimen during
testing. The CNT content of the specimens is 27.8 ± 1.6% for the one-layer
specimen and 42.3 ± 1.2% for the two-layer specimen.
Figure 24A shows typical stress strain curves for the specimens tested. The
mechanical properties summarized in Figure 24B show the effect of the two
printing methods on mechanical performance. Continuous compaction produced
specimens with higher mechanical performance and tighter tolerances than those
from selective compaction, as evidenced by the smaller error bars. The addition
of CNT reinforcement yielded a specific tensile strength of 317 MPa/(g/cm 3), and
specific modulus of 19.5 GPa/(g/cm3). These constitute a 287% improvement in
the specific strength and 1850% increase in the specific modulus over the neat
Ultem® sheet (measured specific strength and specific modulus 82 MPa/(g/cm 3)
and 1.0 GPa/(g/cm3) respectively as shown in Figure 24A). Increasing the number
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Figure 24. Stress-strain graph showing one and two layer uniaxial CNT rich CNT
yarn filament specimens printed using selective and continuous compaction (A).
Graph of the mechanical response of the printed specimen (B). Tensile test data
for resin rich specimens containing printed CNT yarn filament electrical current
carrying traces (C).

of printed CNT yarn filament layers (and thus the CNT to polymer ratio) leads to
an even higher increase in specific mechanical properties.
To further demonstrate embedding multifunctional and usable CNT based
elements deep in a part, specimens were prepared using a dual nozzle printer.
First, neat Ultem® was laid down on the print bed. Then, a single layer of CNT yarn
filament was laid down using the selective compaction method and capped with
layers of Ultem®. Dog-bone shaped tensile specimens were cut from these
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coupons and tested according to ASTM D638 standard. These specimens have
a higher resin to CNT content than the parts previously discussed and exhibit
similar failure characteristics as the specimens printed using the selective
compaction method. In spite of the low CNT content, the strength of the specimens
increased from 89 ± 7 MPa (printed Ultem®) to 112 ± 4 MPa (4.7 wt.% CNT yarn
reinforced Ultem®) (Figure 24C). This demonstrates the ability to print functional
components without degrading structural performance of the part when the desired
functionality does not require enhanced structural performance afforded by higher
CNT yarn content.
4.3.5 Electrical characterization
The electrical properties of the printed specimens were tested using the 4-probe
method.

Figure 25A shows the current-voltage (I-V) curves for the printed

specimens with single conductive CNT yarn traces embedded deep in the
specimen. These resin rich samples were printed as described for the sample
shown in Figure 25B. The spacings between the CNT yarn filament lines in the
specimens were 350 μm and 1 mm. The specimens were printed with equal
lengths of CNT yarn filament. The plots show the I-V curves as current was raised
from 0 A to 0.5 A before returning to 0 A.
Infrared (IR) thermographs of the specimens at 0 and 0.5 A are shown in
Figure 25A. Below 0.2 A, the I-V curves are linear. As Joule heating of the CNT
yarn filament occurred, an increase in resistance led to a change in the I-V slope.
At 5 watts of input power, the specimen temperature rose above 100 °C. The
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Figure 25. Current-voltage curve of CNT yarn filament traces printed on 1 mm
and 350 μm centers with IR thermographs (A). Electrical response of a CNT yarn
printed specimen during cyclical mechanical loading (B). A 1 W bulb powered
through a printed Ultem®/CNT yarn specimen (same specimen in Figure 23C) and
electrical schematic showing current path (C). A 1-W bulb powered through a
three layer CNT yarn specimen printed using continuous compaction. The main
figure shows the specimen under a bending load while the insert shows it without
loading (D).

difference in cooling and heating rates led to some hysteresis upon the return of
the current to zero. The properties returned to the as-printed state in subsequent
low current sweeps. The resistance of the specimen with the 350 μm spacing is
less than that for the one with the 1 mm spacing (11 and 16 Ω, respectively). This
suggests that a few current carrying bridges exist between the traces in the
specimen with the 350 μm spacing. However, even at this close spacing not all
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the paths are bridged. This is shown by the resistance being significantly higher
than it would be if all CNT yarns were parallel (~ 2 Ω). The polymer coating that
binds the filaments also acts as an insulator between them.
Embedded CNT yarn remains sufficiently conductive to act as an individual
signal carrying path for powering a 1W lamp whether it was laid down using the
selective compaction method as in Figure 25B or as a flexible three layer structural
reinforcement specimen built using continuous compaction as shown in Figure
25C. The continuously compacted specimen was electrically conductive in all
directions (indicating that the compaction breaks the thin insulating barrier between
the filaments). This enables application as a lightweight replacement to aluminum
grounding plates, while the selectively compacted and insulated traces provide
point-to-point signal routing.
Figure 25D shows the electrical response of a printed specimen as a 50 N
load is applied to and removed from the specimen. A single trace of CNT yarn was
used to form the sensing element. The as-printed CNT sensor shows a
measurable and repeatable strain sensing response to loading and unloading. The
multifunctionality of CNT yarn enables the printing of parts with embedded load
sensitive paths that can be employed in applications such as adaptive structures
and structural health monitoring.
As a further demonstration of the potential that CNT yarns and FFF provide
to fabricate complex multifunctional parts, Figure 26 shows a quadcopter printed
with the CNT yarn filament as the mechanical reinforcement and current carrying
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Figure 26. A quadcopter frame printed using neat Ultem ® and Ultem®/CNT yarn
filaments. The CNT yarn reinforcements were designed to also act as the electrical
conductors carrying current to the motors (A). The fully assembled quadcopter
with the motors powered via the CNT yarn (B).

conductor. Figure 26A shows the as-printed quadcopter structure with free ends
of the CNT yarns that can be attached to other components. Figure 26B shows the
fully assembled quadcopter with the rotors in motion as a result of current flowing
through the embedded CNT yarns.
4.4 Conclusions
Multifunctionality in a 3D printed part was demonstrated by utilizing CNT yarn
filament and a thermoplastic polymer. Developments undertaken to permit FFF of
Ultem® and CNT yarn filaments on an open-source printer were described.
Approaches to overcome challenges associated with printing continuously
reinforced components that were presented here include:

development of a

printable CNT yarn filament with a high performance polymer matrix, development
of the printing method yielding accurately placed, sufficiently adhered CNT yarn
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filament so measurable improvements in mechanical properties confirm structural
reinforcement, and a simple cutting mechanism that permitted the termination of
CNT yarn filament as needed at the point of deposition and automated initiation of
the next print step.

Successful implementation of the above methods on an

inexpensive open-source printer was confirmed by determining the performance
characteristics of the printed parts. Components were evaluated to demonstrate
the mechanical property enhancement afforded by reinforcing Ultem ® with CNT
yarn and the added functionalities enabled by this structural reinforcement due to
its electrical properties.

Retention of the electrical conductivity in the CNT yarn

filament allowed electrical components (wiring, heating elements and strain
sensors) to be built directly into the structure of the 3D printed parts. Since CNT
yarns are strong, electrically conductive, and highly flexible, strain gauges
embedded into a part can act in both structural reinforcement and sensing
capacities.

The printed quadcopter showcases the potential to fabricate

multifunctional, tailored components that take advantage of the suite of properties
offered by CNT yarns.
Results presented here illustrate the potential for using CNT yarn to impart
a variety of functions. Feedstocks with fillers that include continuous and chopped
carbon fiber, Kevlar, conductive silver or low concentrations of graphene or CNTs
are currently available, but do not provide the versatility demonstrated here with
CNT yarns. This new approach reduces the number of interfacial challenges that
can result from using multiple material types to attain the results shown here.
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Note: This chapter is published in Additive Manufacturing, October 2016 and is
available at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.addma.2016.06.008.
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Chapter 5: Biofabrication of Hierarchical Patterns Using Live Diatoms
5.1 Introduction
Researchers often look to nature for solutions to hierarchical structure
manufacturing challenges [127–129]. This is because living organisms, such as
diatoms, are able to create hierarchical structures out of useful materials. Diatoms
are a type of phytoplankton commonly found in bodies of water across the globe.
Approximately 200,000 species of diatoms have been identified which collectively
make up over 20% of the oxygen production on earth [130]. One of the most
distinct features in diatom morphology is its exoskeleton-like structure known as a
frustule. The frustule is seen in both symmetric and asymmetric, pennate or centric
shapes and is composed of hydrated amorphous silica. Dimensions typically fall
in the 10-100 µm range, and contain multiple levels of geometric structural
hierarchy with features commonly in the 10 nm range. They can be used in
applications such as filter materials to remove small particulates from fluids [131],
[132]. Nanotechnology applications for diatoms are of particular interest in recent
years with investigations conducted into their use in biosensors, optics, and fluidics
[133–135].
Another use of diatom frustules is as a pattern for creating an artificial
structure in a process known as biotemplating. There are a variety of biological
materials and organisms that can be biotemplated including cellulose, chitin,
bacteria, and silica [136]. Sandhage et al. have performed work in regards to
biotemplating diatom frustules to create ceramic replicas [137–139]. In their paper,
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a clean frustule was heated to 900 °C for 4 hours in the presence of magnesium
(Mg) gas. During thermal processing, the Mg gas replaced the silicon atoms
resulting in the transformation of the silica frustule to magnesium oxide.
Furthermore, the topology of the frustule remained after processing. Additional
reactions were found to be energetically favorable for conversion of the frustule
into ceramics including: alumina, calcium oxide, and zirconia.

Others have

explored biotempating diatom frustules with materials such as graphene [140].
We explore bridging the manufacturability gap between nano- and
macrostructure of hierarchical parts by harnessing the ability of diatoms to create
nanostructured geometry and combining it with 3D printing technology to print the
macrostructure and grow the nano- and microstructure of a part. To do this, we
explore a process where diatoms with a hierarchical structure are allowed to grow
and replicate on a 3D printed structure to create a large scale living scaffold.
Subsequent post-processing is explored to transform the living scaffold into a silica
scaffold to be used for biotemplating.
Growth of living organisms on printed structures has already been achieved
via bioprinting, which has generated interest for its potential uses in medicine. In
bioprinting, a gel scaffold is printed, often using extrusion-based techniques, in
which a living organism or cells can be grown to a high density to create a structure
[141–143]. Most research into bioprinting concerns the growth of mammalia cells
for use in organ transplantation and wound treatment [144]. Bioprinting of algae
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has also been explored [145], [146]. Other applications include printing bioactive
glass for bone growth templates [147–149].
In this chapter, we discuss the framework for 3D printing and cultivating live
diatoms to create a silica scaffold. Particular interest is focused on processing
traits that will need to be addressed during the design phase of a part. This covers
material production, growth characteristics, and post-processing.
5.2 Results and Discussion
5.2.1 Process Overview
The method (Figure 27) employs bioprinting and diatoms to create hierarchical
structures using a three step process. In the print step, a biocompatible ink is
developed and printed in a desired shape using established techniques. For this
step, a hydrogel ink is selected because of its historic use in bioprinting
applications, biocompatibility, and the ease of removal via thermal post-processing
[150], [151] [152]. Diatoms may be incorporated into the ink prior to printing. In
the grow step the gels are placed in a custom built photobioreactor (PBR) setup
with liquid culture media specific to the diatom species being investigated. This
enables the diatoms to replicate within or on the surface of the hydrogel and results
in a diatom population over the printed structure. The final step is to post-process
the diatom ink structure to remove the organic material and bond the frustules.
The result is a network of interconnected diatoms that retains the macrostructure
of the printed part.
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Figure 27. Schematic showing the proposed process to create hierarchical silica
scaffolds.

Certain considerations need to be made when designing the part to ensure
it will be compatible with the manufacturing process. Such requirements including
geometry, print orientation, and feature size, will need to be considered here.
Previous research has been conducted to understand these specifications for
hydrogel inks [153], [154]. An understanding of diatom growth patterns and trends
on the 3D printed objects is also a consideration. Potential variables include
growth on the part based on nutrient availability, geometry of the substrate, and
diatom species. These will affect how and where diatoms grow on a printed
geometry and influence the post-processing techniques.
We will focus on understanding the development and growth of diatoms in
the gel material through multiple experiments. In one, live diatoms are subjected
to a simulated printing environment by extruding a diatom inoculated ink through
a syringe to study mortality and growth post-printing. Another studies how the
diatoms grow and replicate on different types of complex geometries. Next, we
will study how the growth characteristics in complex geometries change depending
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upon diatom species.

The final set of experiments will study potential post-

processing techniques and their ability to create interconnected, organic-free silica
scaffolds.
5.2.2 Diatom Hydrogel Production
Two hydrogel compositions (sodium alginate/methylcellulose composite and
sodium alginate) are selected for this experiment and processing procedures
developed based on printing requirements for Direct Ink Writing (DIW) 3D printing.
DIW is an extrusion-based technique where a hydrogel or similar low viscosity
material is deposited in a predetermined pattern layer-by-layer to create a 3D
structure [155–158]. The first hydrogel is 0.02 wt./vol sodium alginate (NaAlg) and
0.06 wt./vol methylcellulose (MC) composite material. The addition of MC acts as
a thickener to the base NaAlg solution and allows it to support its own weight post
printing. Typically, NaAlg/MC is printable at room temperature using the DIW
process and does not require any additional modifications to the printer. This
NaAlg/MC hydrogel has seen success in printing and growing algae cultures [145],
[146]. The second material is a 0.02 wt./vol NaAlg hydrogel. Modifications must
be made to a typical DIW printer to use this material due to its low viscosity.
Modifications include a supportive bath as the material cannot hold its own weight
when printed in air [159]. Both of the hydrogels described require crosslinking by
immersion in a 0.1 M bath of CaCl2. This crosslinking converts NaAlg to calcium
alginate (CaAlg) by replacing Na+ ions in two chains with one bridging Ca2+ ion.
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NaAlg hydrogel is produced by adding an appropriate amount of NaAlg to
a volume of dH2O while stirring at 400 rpm. The solution undergoes continuous
stirring for 4 hours and is placed in a refrigerator for storage. Production of the
NaAlg/MC material follows the same initial steps. After the NaAlg solution is
finished stirring, an appropriate amount of MC is added slowly under constant
stirring at 55 °C to bring the concentration to 0.06 wt./vol MC. The MC will not
dissolve in the dH2O at this temperature, but will instead disperse evenly
throughout the mixture. The mixture is placed in an ice water bath once this
occurs. This prevents the MC from settling and allows the material to dissolve.
The NaAlg/MC hydrogel is then placed in a refrigerator and left overnight to
completely dissolve.
Diatoms are the second critical component of this process. The species
Navicula trivialis and Thalassiosira pseudonana are used here. N. trivialis is a
pennant shaped, benthic, motile diatom with dimensions of approximately 30 µm
long and 8 µm wide found in freshwater environments [38]. It secrets an extra
cellular matrix (ECM), consisting of carbohydrates and other polymer systems, that
influences the motility of the diatom [160]. T. pseudonana is a centric, planktonic,
non-motile diatom found in saltwater environments with a diameter of
approximately 4 µm. It was the first organism to have its genome completely
sequenced and is noted for being a robust organism capable of surviving in a
number of environmental conditions [161], [162]. Both species’ dimensions are
small enough for them to be printable without causing nozzle clogging issues. The
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selection of both motile and non-motile diatoms allows for different inoculation
techniques.
Diatom starter cultures and growth experiments use a custom built PBR
designed to provide nutrients (e.g. light, CO2, potassium, etc.) and control the
environment of the culture (Figure 28A).

The PBR holds up to five isolated

chambers consisting of 1 L jars or 300 mL flasks. Each container has an inlet and
exhaust port to allow air (providing the required CO2) to be continuously pumped
through the chamber. The air flow also provides a source to circulate the liquid
medium. Both the exhaust and inlet ports contain a 0.2 µm pipet filter or air lock
that isolates the system to prevent contamination. Two reflective walls are on
either side of the containers with one wall having five rows of mounted cool white
LED lights. The lights are controlled via an automated timer with a 12 hr. on/off
cycle. Two fans on either side of the chambers ensure adequate airflow around
the chambers to prevent overheating.
A diatom inoculated hydrogel is used for the printing simulation
experiments. In these cases, diatoms are isolated from their culture media, then
added to the hydrogel. The culture medium for N. trivialis diatoms contains a large
amount of silt and soil particulates that settle at the bottom of the container and
are difficult to separate from the diatoms grow in that region. Inoculating a hydrogel
with silt contaminates is not desired as the silt would be difficult to remove during
post processing. Therefore the diatoms are isolated from the silt in the culture
media. To do this, glass slides are placed vertically at the bottom of the container
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Figure 28. Overview of the photobioreactor (PBR) identifying critical design
elements (A). Image of glass slides in culture used to isolate N. trivialis diatoms
(B). Optical microscopy image of a slide containing N. trivialis diatoms isolated
from culture (C, D).

when a new culture is inoculated (Figure 28B). As the culture grows, diatoms
move up the face of the glass slides. Once the culture has matured, the slides are
removed and the diatoms gently scraped off the slide (Figure 28C). Figure 28D
shows the diatoms on the slide prior to removal. The hydrogel is inoculated by
simply adding in the isolated diatoms and stirring gently.
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5.2.3 Printing Simulation
The goal of the printing simulation is to verify that diatoms can survive the printing
process and replicate within the hydrogel. In this method, the NaAlg/MC ink is
printed in a thin bead geometry similar to open air printing. An N. trivialis inoculated
ink is loaded into a 5 mL syringe, then extruded through a 0.4 mm nozzle directly
into a bath of 0.1 M CaCl2. The gel begins to crosslink immediately upon contact
with the solution, preserving the bead structure, and is soaked for 10 minutes for
complete crosslinking. The material is then placed in a bath of dH2O to remove
any unwanted salts. Spheres provide a different geometry on which to investigate
the growth of the diatoms. For this geometry, an inoculated NaAlg ink is loaded
into a 5 mL syringe, then dripped from the nozzle at a height of around 10 mm
above a bath of 0.1 M CaCl2. The drop forms a sphere when it detaches from the
nozzle and the shape locks into place when it comes in contact with the bath. The
spheres shown in this work are approximately 2-3 mm in diameter. The spheres
are cured for 10 minutes then placed in dH2O as described above. Figure 29A
shows an inoculated sphere gel prior to incubation. Both the inoculated beads and
spheres are subjected to the same growth conditions as a standard culture. After
three weeks the gels are removed and inspected (Figure 29B-C).

Optical

microscopy of the bead geometry (Figure 29C) under hydrated conditions shows
a large number of diatoms present in the gel material, confirming that growth was
successful in the diatom medium. The bead gels are brittle and broke apart easily.
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Figure 29. Diatoms grown on thin bead geometry (A). N. trivialis inoculated
sphere prior to incubation (B). Inoculated sphere after incubating for three weeks
(C) and freeze-drying (D). SEM image of the surface of a freeze-dried inoculated
sphere (E). Image of a N. trivialis diatom as it moves through the gel (F-H).

Growth on the spheres is confirmed by freeze drying (Figure 29D) and SEM
imaging of the surface (Figure 29E).
A closer look at the gels reveals that diatoms mostly grow on the outer
surface of the material. The layer of diatoms and ECM can be physically removed
from the sphere gels, further supporting this conclusion. This is likely due to the
diatoms positioning themselves in areas with the greatest access to light or
nutrients. Additionally, diatoms may migrate to the outside of the gel. Observation
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of diatom movement in a crosslinked hydrogel confirms their motility inside the gel
(Figure 29F-H). The arrow in the figures traces the diatom movement through the
gel over a period of approximately 20 seconds. Other diatoms moving at different
depths in the gel (i.e. out of focus) confirms the diatoms are not simply moving on
the surface. The intensity and frequency of this movement in the gel are notability
subdued compared to that observed on the surface of the glass slides and is
expected given the viscosity of the gel. Additionally, diatoms are still observed
growing on the glass walls of the incubator, even though the incubator is sterilized
and fresh medium used in these experiments. This suggests that the diatoms are
escaping the gels and migrating to more favorable growing locations. Therefore,
inoculation of the diatom gels may not be necessary if the gel geometry provides
easy access for diatoms to migrate to all areas were their presence is desired.
The results confirm that the diatoms survive printing and are able to
replicate in the medium. This validates the fundamentals of the first step in our
process. However, it is difficult to replicate the growth density from trial to trial and
between samples in the same batch. This could be due to a number of factors
including culture viability, initial loading density, or access to light and nutrients.
5.2.4 Growth on Complex Structures
A complex structure geometry allows a probe of the effects of part design (e.g. wall
position, part orientation, etc.) on diatom growth on the structure.

This is

necessary because the growth characteristics could vary depending upon location
on the part and the corresponding environment. The test geometry consists of a
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rectangular block of CaAlg with four square channels through the long axis of the
material (Figure 30A).

The intent of this design is to test how light

exposure/direction affects the diatom growth and to see if diatoms can access
nutrients and grow in channels. Channels and vascular networks are solutions to
overcoming nutrient depletion issues that are common in bioprinting [163]. A 3D
printed 2- piece mold is used to create the structure: one forming the outer
geometry and an insert to form the channels. NaAlg gel leads to a more uniform
and homogenous part because its low viscosity allows it to fill pores without
forming air pockets. The gels are crosslinked in 0.1 M CaCl2 for at least 1 day prior
to removal from molds. The gels are not inoculated with diatoms prior to molding
or incubation. Instead, the neat gels are placed in an inoculated N. trivialis culture
where the diatoms migrate to and grow on the gel structure. This change is based
on observations discussed in the previous section.
Figure 30A shows the complex structure after six weeks of incubation.
Diatom growth is characterized by the dark brown sections seen over the gel, a
product of the diatom protoplast and ECM. Growth is most predominately visible
on the outside of the wall closest to the lights and on walls facing the lights in the
channels. The top of the structure and all walls (both external and channels) facing
away from the light show less growth (Figure 30B). Small pockets of diatoms are
visible, but unlike the contiguous layer that is present on the light facing walls.
Figure 30C shows further evidence that diatoms grow primarily on the outer
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Figure 30. Complex geometry gel after incubation in N. trivialis culture (A).
Images of the top and side of the complex geometry showing patches and sheets
of extra-cellular matrix (ECM) and diatoms on the surface of the gel (B, C). SEM
image showing the diatom concentration on the surface of the gel (D, E). The
surface of the gel after removal of the layer of diatoms and ECM (F).

surface of the structure and do not penetrate or embed in the gel. In this image,
the diatom/ECM layer is detached from the gel and folded over onto itself leaving
behind a clean gel surface.

The structure is freeze dried and SEM images

collected to further investigate growth. Figure 30D shows an SEM image of the
diatom layer on the front surface of the gel and is characterized by a high surface
density of diatoms as well as the presence of ECM. The ECM on these parts is
more prevalent than that seen on the printing simulation beads and spheres from
the previous section. A higher magnification (Figure 30E) shows that the diatoms
are evenly spread over the surface with no recognizable orientation. Analysis of
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areas of the structure where the diatom/ECM layer is removed shows almost no
diatoms remaining on the surface of the gel and a small amount of ECM embedded
in the surface (Figure 30F).
The presence of the high diatom loading areas on walls facing the light
source is expected. The diatoms would naturally grow on an area with the most
exposure to light and avoid areas where the light intensity is lower or off axis to the
wall. It was hypothesized that diatoms may not be able to grow in channels
because of poor exchange between the medium inside the channels and the rest
of the culture leading to depletion of nutrients in those areas. Diatom growth
confirms that nutrients from the surrounding medium (including CO 2) are able to
distribute into the channels resulting in a loading that is similar to the outside walls.
It can be concluded from these results that presence of channels alone did not
adversely affect nutrient content in that area, however, it is still possible that other
channel geometries (e.g. smaller, more complex channels) might have a negative
effect.
The results underline the importance of understanding the growth of the
diatoms on a complex structure. The particulars of the growth can be addressed
in two ways: adjusting part geometry and redesigning the PBR. The current PBR
design is more suited to complex film structures and two dimensional shapes
where the critical areas of the part are sufficiently and evenly exposed to the light.
The PBR can also be redesigned to enable more geometric design freedom. Such
changes include more lighting to surround the structure and designing the PBR in
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conjunction with the structure to provide more accurate control over specific areas
where diatom growth is desired. Complex 3D structures would be more practical
to make with these changes.
5.2.5 Planktonic Species
Diatom species is also an important design consideration. The benthic, motile
species N. trivialis has a tendency to grow on the surface of the gels, but remains
absent from its interior. If a design calls for a dense 3D structure, where the
individual elements need to extend through the thickness, a solution other than the
benthic diatoms needs to be pursued. One way is to explore the different diatom
species, specifically one that remains in the gels. To this end, we explore a
planktonic diatom species. Planktonic diatoms (such as T. pseudonana) exist
suspended in the water of their environment and do not attach to rocks or other
objects, relying exclusively on currents and other fluid motion for transportation.
This makes them excellent for this investigation as the diatoms can be locked in
the gel and replicate out from their initial positions.
T. pseudonana has been previous shown to replicate when confined to a
gel system, however growth characteristics such as location and density have not
been investigated [164].

These characteristics are tested by creating and

incubating T. pseudonana loaded NaAlg gels. The diatoms are harvested from
cultures by centrifuging 10 mL of diatoms/medium from an 8 day culture. The
separated diatoms are then collected and mixed into a NaAlg gel. The gel is placed
in a cubic mold and cured in 0.1 M CaCl2 solution for 1 hr. before incubation in a
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flask with 150 mL of medium. The gels are incubated for 3 weeks with the medium
replaced every 8 days. Color is a good indicator of growth with a darker color
signifying more growth in the gels. The gels significantly darken over time with the
most prominent change occurring in the first 17 days (after one medium
replacement). Figure 31A shows an image of the gels after 21 days of incubation.
Diatom growth is observed at multiple depths within the gel, however, there is a
noted absence of diatoms in the area around 1 mm from the surface. After
incubation, the diatom medium in the gels is exchanged for ethanol by soaking in
sequentially increasing concentrations of ethanol in dH2O. The purpose of this is
to remove unwanted salts from the material for better analysis. Sections of gels
are cut and dried at room temperature to create xerogels for imaging (Figure 31BC). The diatoms appear in dense pockets or colonies of individual cells, although
most of these colonies are not in contact with one another. Some of these colonies
are close enough together that they appear pinched, as if in a state of either
splitting or combining (Figure 31C). It is unknown if this occurs during incubation
or xerogel conversion. Many individual diatoms also appear that do not show
indications of replication.
Colonization or aggregation of planktonic diatoms is a noted phenomenon
in liquid cultures and typically occurs when excess ECM is produced such as when
the diatoms are in poor health [165]. It seems unlikely that diatoms are able to
aggregate in this manner due to the gel viscosity. The presence of individual
diatoms in the xerogel is evidence for this conclusion. It is more plausible that
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Figure 31. T. pseudonana inoculated gels after 21 days of incubation (A). Image
of a T. pseudonana xerogel showing colonies of diatoms (B, C).

diatom colonies form because of replication around a nucleus diatom.

The

inhibitors of replication are also of interest. Diatoms appear to stop replicating after
a certain time period. This could be due to pressure exerted by the gel on the
diatom colonies.

As the colony expands the gel is pushed outward and

compressed in an area near the diatoms. Larger colonies see more pressure which
makes it more difficult for them to expand. This may also explain the appearance
of pinched colonies. As the colony grows larger and the pressure increases, the
spherical structure supported by the loosely connected diatom frustules begins to
collapse resulting in flatting or pinching at the center of the colony. Alternatively,
these pinched areas could be from smaller colonies that formed in close proximity
and are combining. Reproduction may also play a role in the limited size/stalled
growth of the diatoms. Asexual reproduction is the most common reproduction
method in diatoms, however, asexual reproduction requires the diatom to split into
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two separate frustules causing the size of the child frustules to decreases over
time. Eventually, sexual reproduction occurs to maintain size and genetic diversity
[166], [167]. It is possible that sexual reproduction increases as the colonies
continue to grow. However, the tightly packed nature of the colonies in the gel
inhibits sexual reproduction and eventually leads to the death of the colony.
The ease with which T. pseudonana replicates within the gel is encouraging.
However, like N. trivialis, the diatom density within the gels is not high enough to
create a contiguous part. More studies on the mechanisms that inhibit grow in this
system are needed.
5.2.6 Post-Processing
The last step in the process is converting the diatom loaded gels into solid, dense
structures. To this end, post-processing techniques are investigated using the
printed beads and T. pseudonana gels. There are three actions that must occur
when processing gels: removing the water/solvent, removing the polymer and
organics, and bonding the diatoms. Objectives of this section are to understand
how post-processing effects diatom density, dimensional stability at the macroand nanoscale, and bonding. Techniques involving thermal processing (firing) are
explored to both remove the polymer and bond the diatoms in order to minimize
the complexity of the experiments.
The first requirement for post-processing is to establish the necessary
procedure for removing excess water from the gels.

Two processes are

investigated. The first is to create a xerogel, where the water or solvent in the gel
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is removed by allowing it to evaporate in an ambient environment or under vacuum.
This is the most straightforward method of removal, but causes massive shrinkage
and loss of the dimensional stability at the macroscale. This is a result of the forces
due to surface tension between the gel polymer and solvent. The surface area of
the meniscus shrinks as the solvent evaporates, causing the pores to collapse and
an overall volume reduction of the gel. The second process is to create a cryogel.
Here, the gel is frozen, then placed in a vacuum where the solvent (typically water)
sublimates out of the gels in a process known as freeze drying. This retains the
macrostructure of the gel by eliminating surface tension as a factor and thereby
the forces that cause shrinkage of the gel. Critical point drying and supercritical
drying can also be used to achieve similar results. However, these processes are
more complicated.
Post-processing techniques using the N. trivialis diatoms in the NaAlg and
NaAlg/MC print simulation are investigated first. Cryogels are produced via freeze
drying overnight. The result of a freeze dried NaAlg sphere is shown the Figure
29D-E. Some shrinkage is noted on the bead, but its overall size and shape remain
relatively intact. Closer inspection reveals a healthy density of diatoms, however,
not high enough to make a contiguous layer that would allow bonding via firing.
Overcoming this issue requires either the addition of material to bond the diatoms
together or a way to increase the diatom loading. Therefore, efforts turned to
investigating xerogels.
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Figure 32A shows a NaAlg/MC bead after drying overnight in air to create
a xerogel. While the dimensions of the bead parallel to the surface on which it
dried are retained, the height of the sample saw a 1-2 order of magnitude reduction
from initial height of around 0.4 mm, forming what is effectively a thin film of
diatoms. The next step is to investigate the removal of the organic materials. The
gel is calcined at 600 °C for 6 hours in air to remove the NaAlg and other organics.
Inspection reveals a diatom dense surface, ideal for implementation of firing
(Figure 32B). Some alignment and ordering is also noted, which may be due to
shearing forces experienced between the diatoms during gel shrinkage. Unwanted
material is still present, however, and can be observed in clumps of silica and salt
crystals on the surface. This unwanted material is likely the result of the particles
from the culture media being deposited on the surface of the gel and incomplete
removal of salts prior to post-processing. Changes to the design of the PBR to
reduce material deposition on the part, changes to the culture medium, and
additional steps prior to post-processing to aid in the removal of salts could mitigate
these issues.
Finally, creation of bonded structures was attempted by firing for 2 hrs. at
640 °C to remove the polymer material, then at 1000 °C for 4 hours to bond the
diatoms together.

The final processing was chosen from literature on silica

viscosity at high temperature and is intended to promote silica flow while retaining
the nanostructure of the diatoms [168]. The results are shown in Figure 32C. The
diatom scaffold has a similar look the 600 °C part with the nanostructure not
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Figure 32. Image of N. trivialis xerogel (A). SEM image of N. trivialis xerogel after
processing at 600 °C to remove organics (B) and after processing at 1000 °C to
bond frustules (C).
Thermogravimetric analysis data of freeze-dried T.
pseudonana used to determine post-processing cycle (D). SEM images of T.
pseudonana after post-processing showing bonding and loss of frustule structure
(E, F).

showing adverse effects from firing. However, the part easily broke apart during
handling and did not retain its structure. This could be due to either an insufficient
silica viscosity for bonding or physical barriers including residual carbon material
and large particles. This underscores the need for modifications to the incubation
process described above. Further testing is needed to refine the post-processing
procedures.
Post-processing of the T. pseudonana diatoms is also studied. Xerogels
are first investigated using the same procedures as the NaAlg/MC N. trivialis gels
with a final processing temperature of 800 °C. This results in a fine white powder
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with no noted structural integrity or shape. It is suspected the residual material left
over from the calcination of the polymer creates a coating around the diatoms or
colonies that then prevents them from bonding.

Therefore, experiments are

conducted using freeze dried diatoms removed directly from culture and absent of
gel. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) characterizes this material and the results
from room temperature (RT) to 1000 °C are shown in Figure 32D. Three distinct
transitions occur during organics removal between RT and 640 °C, corresponding
roughly to those typically observed for polymer degradation, and a fourth one
around 800 °C. At the end of the TGA experiment, a puddle of silica from the
diatoms remained at the bottom of the crucible. Using the results of the TGA
experiment, a new processing cycle was developed with the same polymer/organic
removal step as before with a final post-processing temperature of 800 °C. Figures
32E-F show the results of the freeze dried T. pseudonana post-processing.
Processing destroys the structure of the diatoms (both micro and nanostructure),
although a fully bonded part results. It is unclear how much of the particle is silica.
Smooth surface areas seen are likely silica as evidenced by microcracking at the
surface. Rougher areas of the surface may contain additional salts (such as
sodium, potassium, etc.) that are not completely removed prior to post-processing.
Ordered, rectangular structures in the bonded part are further evidence.
The vastly different effects thermal processing has on the two different
diatom species is interesting. The N. trivialis diatoms are processed at much
higher temperature than the T. pseudonana diatoms, yet no deformation is seen,
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while the T. pseudonana diatoms are completely destroyed. This could be the
result of salts or other additives in the diatom frustule of T. pseudonana acting as
a silica flux and lowering its melting point. Concentrations of these materials are
not as high in the freshwater N. trivialis medium. Incorporation of this flux into the
diatom can be from either physical deposition or physiological differences in the
production of the diatoms’ biosilica.
The results present interesting data on how the production process
influences the design of the part. The high density loading and alignment seen in
the N. trivialis xerogels can be useful in applications requiring complex thin films
shapes for individual parts or components of larger systems. In contrast, freeze
dried T. pseudonana diatoms could be processed into complex shapes (either with
3D printing or some other method) to form a solid structure. In both cases,
additional work is needed in order to design an effective post-processing step.
5.3 Experimental
5.3.1 Materials and Processing
N. trivialis diatom starter cultures and medium (CR1-S) were procured from the
Culture Collection of Algae at the University of Texas at Austin. T. pseudonana
diatom starter cultures and medium (L1) were purchased from Bigelow National
Center for Marine Algae and Microbiota (East Boothbay, Maine). Both sodium
alginate and 4000 cP methylcellulose were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO). All thermal processing was performed in a Lindberg 51524 box furnace.
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5.3.2 Characterization
Optical images were captured using an Olympus inverted microscope.

SEM

images of cryogels were captured using a Phenom XL table top SEM with a 10 kV
beam setting. Samples were sputter coated with gold-palladium prior to imaging.
Other SEM images were captured using a Phenom XL table top SEM with a 10 kV
beam setting and chamber pressure of 60 Pa. No surface prep was performed
prior to imaging. All other images were taken with a Nikon D3200 DSLR camera.
Thermogravimetric analysis was performed using a Netzsch TG 209 F1 in air with
a ramp rate of 5 °C/min.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we explored the fundamentals of printing diatom based hierarchical
structures, assessed design considerations, and discussed improvements to the
method. Printing simulations showed that live diatoms can survive the printing
process and replicate on the surface of a hydrogel macrostructure. Inoculation
methods and growth patterns were also studied. The differences in benthic and
planktonic diatom growth emphasize the importance of part design as a factor in
process development. Thermal processing was successful in removing organic
materials from the system, but could not simultaneously bond the diatoms and
retain the nano- and microstructure of the part. From the results there are several
avenues of continued development to be considered including: design of the PBR
as it relates to part design and diatom species, diatom growth location and density,
and diatom bonding techniques.
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Chapter 6: 3D Printed Hierarchical Silica Scaffolds from Diatomite
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we discussed the potential for hierarchical structure
manufacturing using a bioprinting technique with live diatoms. A post-processing
step is required to bond the diatoms into a silica scaffold while retaining the desired
hierarchical structure. While we explored some potential techniques to accomplish
this, the limited growth of diatoms prevented these from being realized. Either the
macroscale geometry is retained (cryogels) or the diatoms bond (xerogels), but
both conditions could not be obtained simultaneously. It is, therefore, clear that
control over the growth and density of the diatoms needs to be improved before
parts can be produced using the live diatom method.
Live diatom printing, however, is not the only option to explore the
production of these hierarchical structures.

Diatomite, also referred to as

diatomaceous earth, consisting of fossilized silica diatom frustules, is another
viable option. This material is mined from ancient deposits in former fresh water
lake beds and processed into a white powder by crushing the material to break
apart large chunks [169], [170]. The resulting material consists of both whole and
fractured frustules and is typically 85-90% silica with a bulk density of 250-300
kg/m3 [171], [172]. Other processing steps can also be implemented, such as
calcination, depending on the final application of the material [173]. Diatomite is
used in a number of applications including filter materials for pools, pesticide, and
absorbent.

It has also been explored as the base material for hierarchical
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structures, including applications such as scaffold materials for thermal protection,
oil/water separation, drug delivery, and air filters [174–180].
Much of the work in diatomite hierarchical structures focuses on processing
the material into monoliths. Methods to produce complex shapes (such as 3D
printing) have not yet been explored. Techniques investigated include pulsed
current processing, flux additives to promote melting, and combinations thereof
[172], [181–183]. Zeolite structure fabrication employs similar methods [184]. All
of these techniques require external pressure on the system to promote bonding
between frustules. Although the porous nature of the material is retained, the final
products do not exhibit the geometric nanofeatures of unprocessed diatomite.
Additionally, the geometry is limited to shapes that are compatible with applied
external pressure such as cylinders and squares. Prior work shows that 3D printed
glass structures can be sintered from silica nanoparticles, however, no research
exists on retaining both the macrostructure of the 3D printed part and
nanostructure of its constituents [185]. Diatomite presents a potential route to
explore the post-processing steps required for the diatom bioprinting technique in
addition to serving as its own unique material system.
In this chapter, we develop 3D printable diatomite material and postprocessing techniques designed to address some of the challenges discussed
above and continue exploration of the bioprinting processes.

Certain

specifications are required to ensure both goals are met. These include a postprocessing without external pressure and use of homogeneous (similar frustule
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shape and size) diatomite. The processing steps explored in the prior work would
cause significant technical challenges if applied to 3D printed parts. It is not
feasible to use pressures similar to those used in the previous work on material in
the green state as certain geometries would be damaged.

Additionally, it is

advantageous to retain the hierarchical nature of the material which current
processing methods fail to do.

Removal of small broken diatoms and other

unwanted materials from raw diatomite powder is required to best mimic a single
species culture.

To these ends, we’ve developed methods for filtering raw

diatomite, created a 3D printable ink, evaluated its usability by printing various
geometries, and explored post-processing steps to create fully bonded diatomite
silica scaffolds.
Two unique, 3D printable materials and thermal only post-processing
techniques are explored.

The first utilizes a cross-linkable sodium alginate

hydrogel polymer system.

After printing, thermal processing at distinct

temperatures removes the binder system and bonds of the diatoms. The second
technique consists of a siloxane binder system. In this system, thermal processing
converts the siloxane polymer into silica via calcination to bond the diatomite. Only
the post-processing step is explored in this method.
6.2 Results and Discussion
6.2.1 Diatomite Preparation
A large amount of non-diatomite material and broken diatomite particles is present
in the as received diatomite (Figure 33A). This material needs to be removed in
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Figure 33. Image of the as-received diatomite (A). Diatomite after gravity
separation to remove large particles (B, C). Diatomite after gravity separation
process (D).

order to ensure the quality of the diatomite ink. For this, a gravity separation
technique is used because of its efficiency, low cost, and scalability over other
methods such as filtering. This technique removes the unwanted particles by
taking advantage of the mass difference among the frustules. Large particles are
removed by first mixing the diatomite with water. The suspension is then allowed
to settle and the frustules harvested from the supernatant. The diatomite from the
supernatant is then resuspended, allowed to settle, and harvested from the bottom
to remove small particles. Details of the experiment are as follows: 10 grams of
as-received diatomite is added to 200 mL of deionized waster (dH 2O) and stirred
at 400 rpm using a magnetic stir bar until homogenous. The material settles for 5
minutes, then the supernatant is poured into another beaker.

The material

comprising the supernatant shows a reduction in the number of large particle
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present in the material (Figure 33B), however, broken diatomite particles are still
abundant (Figure 33C).

To remove these remaining unwanted particles, the

supernatant is stirred at 400 rpm until homogenized. It then settles for 30 minutes,
after which the settled diatomite is harvested. The resulting material shows a
significant reduction in the number of unwanted small and large particles present
(Figure 33D). Overall material yield of the process is 40% of the initial diatomite
mass.
6.2.2 Printable Ink
This section describes the overall process for producing and printing the diatomite
ink. First the diatomite is gravity separated to provide a more consistent material
as described in the above section. Next, the diatomite is made into a 3D printable
ink.

The type of ink depends heavily on the printing technique.

For these

experiments, a DIW system is used because of its simplicity and ease of use. In
DIW, the ink must have a viscosity that is low enough to be extruded through a
nozzle and high enough to retain its shape after printing, not collapsing as
additional layers are added on top of it. The material must also be easy to handle
after printing so parts remain intact when moved. Finally, any material other than
diatomite must be easy to remove from the system via post-processing.
The ink developed to meet these requirements is a NaAlg hydrogel
composite. Sodium alginate keeps the viscosity of the ink at an appropriate level
for printing. As a hydrogel, it is soluble in water at room temperature and therefore
non-toxic, easy to make, and easy to print. Additionally, very little NaAlg is required
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reach the desired viscosity. The NaAlg is crosslinked following printing to improve
the structural integrity of the part and allow easy handling. As an organic material,
NaAlg can be removed from the system by calcination and leaves little
contaminants behind. This is compounded by the low initial mass content in the
composite.
Separated diatomite is mixed with dH2O at a ratio of 10:5.5 dH20:diatomite
to create the diatomite ink. Once the suspension is thoroughly mixed and the water
has completely wet the diatomite, NaAlg is slowly added to the mixture until the
loading reaches 1-2% wt. NaAlg. The material then sits overnight or until the NaAlg
is fully dissolved, after which the material is ready to print. Once printed, the entire
part is submerged in a solution of 0.1 M CaCl2 for at least 10 minutes, converting
the NaAlg to CaAlg as described in the previous chapter.
6.2.3 Printing
All printing experiments are performed on a Hyrel 30M printer using the 5 mL
syringe toolhead (SDS-5). The diatomite ink is loaded into a syringe and printed
from a 0.7 mm nozzle with a layer height of 0.5 mm and print speed of 10 mm/s.
Several different types of geometries test the printability of the diatomite ink
including a fully dense ASTM D638 dogbone, a similar dogbone with 50% density,
and a variable diameter cylindrical tower. Figure 34A shows the fully dense
dogbone during printing, Figure 34B shows the 50% density specimen, and Figure
34C shows the variable diameter tower. All of the parts contain slight deviations
from the programmed shape. This is visible in the low density part by observing
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Figure 34. Fully dense dogbone during printing (A). Image of 50% density
dogbone after printing (B). Complex shape just after printing with crease-like
feature (C). SEM image of crosshatch of 50% density dogbone (D).

the consistency of the layer lines as they across one another (Figure 34B and D).
Some issues are noted in the variable diameter base, most notably a crease-like
feature on one side of the part that corresponds with the point where the outer
walls of a new layer begins. A combination of the part geometry and the material
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properties likely contributes to this deformation.

First, a small air gap exists

between the inner and outer walls. Second the material is not cross-linked during
printing giving the material very little structural rigidity. A small force exerted by
the nozzle pushes the material in the previous layer inward at the start of a new
layer. This results in an indented area which occurs over successive layers and
appears as a crease. An issue such as this could be rectified by modifying the
printer to induce cross-linking as ink is deposited, more effectively supporting
areas of the print that may encounter these forces, or modifying the toolpath to
limit the forces on vulnerable areas.
Figure 34D shows an SEM image of the low density dogbone cross-hatch
section.

This highlights the hierarchical nature of the printed material.

The

individual diatomite frustules are arranged in a random orientation and do not
appear to be affected by shear stresses in the nozzle as is common in many 3D
printed composites. The centric and low-aspect ratio shapes of the frustules likely
contribute to this. Additionally, no damage from the printing process is evident in
the diatomite.
6.2.4 Post-Processing
Post-processing coverts the 3D printed part into its final, bonded form. There are
two distinct tasks to this: 1) remove any unwanted material (e.g. binder and water)
from the system, and 2) bind the diatomite together while leaving their micro and
nanostructure intact. Towards this, a post-processing cycle using thermal energy
only with distinct steps for binder removal and bonding was implemented. This is
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possible because of the large difference between the decomposition temperature
of sodium alginate (approx. 600 °C) and the melting temperature of silica
(1700 °C).
Thermogravimetric analysis provides insight to critical temperatures and
dynamics of CaAlg degradation and assists with post-processing development.
The TGA experiment is performed between room temperature and 1000 °C and a
heating rate of 5 °C/min in air to replicate the environment a part may see during
a typical post-processing experiment.

Figure 35A shows the results of this

experiment. There are three distinct transition temperatures present at 240 °C,
585 °C, and 640 °C. A 2 hr. hold at 640 °C is sufficient to remove the majority of
the CaAlg binder from the part by calcination.
The second step of the post-processing cycle requires the diatomite
frustules be bonded together to form an interconnected network. Bonding time
and temperature needs to be carefully selected to ensure that there is enough
energy imparted to the diatomite frustule for the silica to flow and bond to adjacent
frustules, but not so high as to destroy its nanostructure. A literature review
revealed that pure silica begins to display viscous behavior around 1000 °C [168].
The viscosity continues to decreases with increasing temperature up to the melting
point. A final temperature hold between 1000 °C and 1350 °C for two hours is
selected to develop an understanding of how the final processing step affects
bonding and the nanostructure of the frustules. The complete post-processing
cycle is shown in Figure 35B. The cycle begins with at 20 °C/min ramp to an initial
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Figure 35. Thermogravimetric analysis data of calcium alginate gel used to
determine processing cycle for removing organic material (A). Post-processing
cycle for removing organic material and bonding diatomite (B). Image of fully
dense dogbone immediately after printing (C), after drying overnight (D), and after
post-processing (E).

holding temperature of 640 °C for 2 hrs. The water evaporates from the part and
the CaAlg binder burns off during this step. Then, the temperature is increased at
20 °C/min to the final temperature and held for 2 hrs. The part is cooled to room
temperature after the final hold.
Figure 35C-E shows the fully dense dogbone at several points during postprocessing. Figure 35C is the green part just after printing when its composition
is the same as the printed ink (i.e. 64 wt. % H2O, 35 wt. % diatomite, 1 wt. %
CaAlg). The printed parts dry overnight in air to create a diatomite/CaAlg xerogel
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before undergoing thermal post-processing (Figure 35D). There is a notable
amount of shrinkage between these two points in the process as the water inhabits
a large volume of the part, but no visible deformation of the overall shape of the
part. The diatomite/CaAlg composite is easier to handle, but still fragile, being
easily crushed back to a powder form. Figure 35E shows the part after the thermal
post-processing cycle. Further shrinkage in the part is visible, although not as
severe as the hydrogel to xerogel shrinkage.

Again, there is no noticeable

deformation in geometry between the pre-processed and post-processed material.
Overall volumetric shrinkage of the part is around 24%. Another noticeable change
in the part is the color. The post-processed part is light orange due to oxidation of
trace amounts of iron present in the material. This effect is noted in other diatomite
products put through similar processing cycles. Diatomite on the surface of the
part is easily removed even after post-processing and the material is still fragile.
However, unlike the green material which is crushable, failure occurs in large
sections that display brittle fracture properties. Electron dispersive spectroscopy
confirms the removal of the CaAlg binder by showing the drop in atomic
concentration of carbon between the xerogel and post-processed states. Carbon
content in the pre-processed material is 7.5% atomic concentration while carbon
content after processing is 1-2% atomic concentration.
6.2.5 Bonding Comparison
The micro and nanostructure are analyzed to determine the effects of postprocessing. Figures 36A-C shows SEM images of the fully dense dogbone part
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before and after thermal processing at final hold temperatures of 1000 °C, 1250 °C,
and 1350 °C. The micro and nanostructure of the material are established, along
with the presence of the binder in the pre-processed image (Figure 36A). After
processing at 1000 °C, both the micro and nanostructure of the material remain
intact, however, no bonding is visible between the individual diatoms (Figure 36B).
The binder is no longer visible in the system. The nanostructure of the frustules
begins to deteriorate upon increasing the final hold temperature to 1250 °C,
although the macrostructure remains intact (Figure 36C). Bonding is present
between some of the frustules, but it is not widespread and is mostly in the form of
small spot-weld like areas. The intricate silica shapes that form outside some of
the frustules are evidence that the silica was in a viscous state. These are caused
by the melting and fusing of smaller silica particles that were not removed by the
gravity separation process. Increasing the final hold temperature to 1350 °C
reveals even more changes (Figure 36D). Very little of the original nanostructure
remains in any of the frustules. Additionally, the macrostructure of the frustules is
adversely affected with more round edges visible and, in some cases, large
features damaged or destroyed.

Bonding is present between the frustules,

however, it is similar in nature to the 1250 °C processed material. Frustules in the
1350 °C part appear to have more separation between them compared to those
observed in other processing conditions.
Thermal processing without the use of external pressure does not result in
diatom bonding throughout the part. Potential causes of this include: the surface
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Figure 36. SEM image of diatomite prior to post-processing (A). SEM images of
diatomite after post-processing at a final hold temperature of 1000 °C (B), 1250 °C
(C), and 1350 °C (D).

energy of the material, the total contact area between adjacent frustules, and
random arrangement of the frustules. The primary cause appears to be the flow
dynamics of the silica during the final temperature hold. At this stage, the most
likely way to reduce the free surface energy of the system is to reduce the frustules’
surface area. This means either combining with an adjacent frustule or shrinking
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in overall size. Images of the preprocessed material suggest that the contact area
between the frustules is not a high fraction of their total surface area due the shape
and arrangement of the frustules. The porous structure of the frustules, therefore,
becomes disadvantageous. The pores collapse in the frustule causing the overall
size of the frustule to shrink. This behavior is evidenced by the change observed
between the 1250 °C and 1350 °C post-processing temperature where the spacing
between the diatoms visibly increased. The addition of external pressure either
during post-processing would result in a higher contact surface area between the
frustule while the silica is in a viscous state. This makes inter-frustule bonding a
more energetically favorable outcome and would result in an interconnected
network. Potential uses may still exist for the material in its thermal only postprocessed form, however, work is need to make the material structurally sound to
capitalize on the hierarchical nature of the diatom frustules.
6.2.6 Polydimethylsiloxane Bonding
Some applications for hierarchical structures take advantage of their unique
mechanical properties. This means that the structural integrity of the system needs
to be greater than what was seen in the thermally process material above. The
frustules will need to be well bonded in order to ensure mechanical robustness.
One solution is to create a material system that includes a silica binder to connect
the diatoms and keep the material composition homogeneous for use as a scaffold
structure for other materials. The challenge, therefore, is to develop a printable
binder ink that is silica after post-processing. Siloxane based polymers offer a
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potential route.

These polymers are available in formulations such as

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), an optically clear, flexible material used in a number
of applications. Siloxanes are uniquely different from organic polymers in that
calcination in air results in the formation of silica glass [186]. Applications of this
include creation of thermally stable superhydrophobic surfaces [30], [187], [188].
Prior research shows that siloxanes, including PDMS, are printable with
modifications to the printing device [189–191]. Therefore, we explore production
and post-processing of a diatomite/siloxane material that facilitates bonding
between the diatom frustule.
For this experiment, PDMS serves as the binder because of prior work in
calcination of the material. A diatomite/PDMS composite is produced by slowly
adding 0.68 g of gravity separated diatomite to 1 g of PDMS. Once the mixture is
homogenous, the PDMS cross-linking agent is added in the recommend amount.
The final composition of the material 38% wt. diatomite. The diatomite/PDMS
composite is then degassed in a vacuum chamber at room temperature for 30
minutes. The composite is cast into rectangular molds, instead of printed, to
simplify the experiment. The composite is left to cure overnight, then heated to
100 °C for 30 minutes to ensure complete crosslinking. Figure 37A shows the
cured diatomite/PDMS material. The post-processing cycle for the material is
based on previous work on calcined PDMS and is shown in Figure 37B [186],
[192]. A 3 hour hold a 500 °C after a 1 °C/min ramp converts the PDMS into silica.
The slow ramp rate ensures efficient conversion of PDMS to silica. After
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Figure 37. Image of diatomite/PDMS composite prior to post-processing (A).
Typical post-processing cycle used to convert PDMS into silica and facilitate
bonding between diatomite (B). Graph showing the atomic concentration of silicon,
oxygen, and carbon in the sample before processing, after 500 °C, and after 1000
°C (C).
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calcination, the temperature is increased to 1000 °C at a rate of 20 °C/min, held
for 4 hours, and cooled to room temperature.
The first task is to confirm and investigate the calcination of PDMS to silica
during post-processing. EDS was employed to track the carbon content in the
sample after critical points in the post-processing cycle. Figure 37C shows how
the carbon atomic content changes as a function of final processing temperature.
Initial carbon content in the green state of the material is around 35% and reduces
to around 8% after the 500 °C hold. The carbon content drops further to 3% after
the 1000 °C hold.

The oxygen content increases in a pattern similar to the

reduction of the carbon over the two final hold temperatures. This is expected
since the silicon atoms bond with oxygen in the air during the calcination process.
Furthermore, the silicon content increases slightly and at a steady rate which is
likely due to the decreased mass of the system from the reduction in organic
matter.
Next, PDMS wetting and bonding to the frustules during post-processing is
investigated. Figure 38A-F shows SEM images of the diatomite composite preprocessing (Figure 38A-B), after the 500 °C hold (Figure 38C-D), and after the
1000 °C hold (Figure 38E-F). The pre-processing images show that PDMS does
not wet the frustules. In Figure 38A, frustules are not readily seen on the top of
the PDMS or embedded into the surface. Most of the frustules appear under gaps
or tears in the PDMS. Higher magnification of one of these tears reveals a distinct
interface between the PDMS material and the frustules. This is evidence of poor
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wetting between the PDMS and the frustules. The results of calcination of PDMS
into silica at 500 °C are seen in Figure 38C-D. The frustules are more exposed
than in the green material and the silica binder completely surrounds the frustules,
however, microcracks are present in the binder. Gaps at the interface between
the frustules and silica binder suggest that the binder has not fully wet and bonded
with the frustules. The behavior of the microcracks provides additional evidence
of this. Most of the cracks do not propagate through the frustules, instead being
arrested or deflected at the interface. The images of the 1000 °C hold (Figure 38EF) show further changes to the structure of the material. The binder is still visible
between the frustules, but the gaps at the interface of the binder and frustules are
no longer present. The cracks in the binder material are still present, but now
propagate into and through the diatom frustules. This is evidence that the silica
binder has fully bonded with the frustules.
A silica binder system is a promising solution for bonding diatomite. It was
possible to produce a siloxane composite ink that can be converted into a
homogenous, hierarchical silica scaffold via thermal post-processing only.
However, there were still a number of issues that need to be addressed in the
system. One of these is microcrack formation in the silica binder after processing.
This gives the processed part poor structural integrity allowing it to be easily broken
in a manner similar to the diatomite/CaAlg parts. These cracks likely form during
the cooling portion of the processing. Residual stresses develop in the material
when it cools and contracts, common in glass ceramics, and may be amplified by
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Figure 38. SEM images of diatomite/PDMS material prior to processing (A, B),
after processing at 500 °C (C, D), and after processing at 1000 °C (E, F).
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the uneven geometry and occurrence of sharp edges around the frustule
interfaces. Frustules in the 500 °C hold do not show the same crack formation as
the surrounding binder because there is little to no bonding between them and the
silica binder. In contrast, the 1000 °C material is well bonded and therefore acts
as a single system. Cracks that develop in the binder can propagate through the
frustules and the rest of the part. This problem will need to be addressed in future
iterations of this material system. One option is to investigate a siloxane polymer
system (e.g. organosiloxane) that has a lower overall siloxane content, but is
capable of wetting the frustules in the green state. This would localize the bonding
to smaller areas near where the frustules are in contact. The reduced volume of
the binder material would also help reduce the instances of crack formation,
making the overall structure stronger.
6.3 Experimental
6.3.1 Materials and Processing
Diatomite (diatomaceous earth) was procured from diatomaceousearth.com
(Panguitch, UT). Sodium alginate was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO).

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was purchased from Fisher Scientific

(Hampton, NH). All thermal processing treatments were conducted in a Lindberg
51524 box furnace.
6.3.2 Imaging
Optical images were captured using an Olympus inverted microscope.

SEM

images were captured using a Phenom XL table top SEM with a 10 kV beam
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setting and the chamber pressure set at 60 Pa. No surface prep (e.g. sputter
coating) was performed on the sample prior to imaging. All other images were
captured using a Nikon D3200 DSLR camera.
6.3.3 Material Characterization
Thermogravimetric analysis was performed using a Netzsch TG 209 F1 in air with
a ramp rate of 5 °C/min. Electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was conducted
using a Phenom XL table top SEM with accompanying EDS equipment. The beam
energy was set to 15 kV and the chamber pressure set to 60 Pa. No surface prep
was preformed prior to testing.
6.4 Conclusion
These experiments provide insight into the production of diatomite based
hierarchical structures and illuminates some of the more challenging issues to fully
realize diatom bioprinted structures. We’ve shown that the material can be 3D
printed and processed to make silica scaffolds, but that these structures have
significant mechanical defects. A method is still needed to produce silica bound
diatomite without detriment to the overall structure. Diatomite structures produced
with a removable binder system displayed poor bonding between the frustules and
resulted in a weak overall structure. This bonding issue was remedied with the
diatomite/PDMS material and subsequent silica bonding, however, defects in the
binder negatively affected the structure.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
In the preceding work, we made progress towards additive manufacturing of
hierarchical structures. Doing this required development of new techniques using
nanomaterials as well as fundamental investigations into the underlying
processes. To begin, we developed an IR part temperature control method that
would allow high performance thermoplastic printing on open-source machines.
This expands control over the printing process and enables design of better
experiments

for

understanding

how

printing

parameters

influence

part

characteristics. We then developed methods to correct for flaws in printed parts
by creating an end-to-end tool based on machine learning that can correct for flaws
before they occur. This method successfully corrected for surface flaws seen in a
simple 3D printed part and provides a basis for future development of these types
of controls. Next, we developed methods to integrate hierarchical structures into
3D printed parts beginning with material hierarchy. This was accomplished by
building a system to print CNT yarn composites to create multifunctional structures.
This system was demonstrated by printing a PEI quadcopter frame with CNT yarn
that serves as both structural reinforcement and electrical conductors to carry
current to the motors. We then moved on to developing methods for printing
structures with geometric hierarchy. This involved a biologically inspired method
using living diatoms cultivated on a large, complex, hydrogel structure. Preliminary
investigations showed that it was possible to grow diatoms on and in these
structures.

Additional experiments looked at ways to post-process these
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structures in contiguous silica scaffolds. Early results were promising and showed
that printing, post-processing, and part design are heavily dependent on each
other. Finally, we look further into post-processing methods for silica scaffolds.
This study was narrowly focused on developing a method for printing and postprocessing diatomite structures. The results showed that an additional binder
system is necessary to fully bond the diatomite. Such systems were explored
through diatomite/PDMS composites and post-processing.
We will continue to make progress towards new and better manufacturing
techniques to produce hierarchical structures with this new knowledge. Further
study of these systems can give engineers more design freedom to create new
structures to expand the capabilities of aerospace systems and meet the most
challenging mission objectives.
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